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baseball hopes to win
fight against Irish in
upcoming game; PAGE 9
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independent student press

Speech
focuses on
love, sex

Unmarried victims'
protection vanishes
DOMA shortens span of domestic violence law

Relationship expert
hopes to dispel false
premonitions of love.

REPORTER

Love is a four-letter word that
can cause a mix of emotions and
a heap of confusion especially
among college students. Tonight
in room 202A in the Union at 8
p.m„ Mary Beth Bonacci, founder and president of Real Love
Incorporated, hopes to dispel
some of that confusion and present students with an understanding of what love really is.
In her speech, titled "Looking
for the Real Meaning of Love?"
Bonacci will address relationship
issues, define the meaning of love
and answer
the questions
surrounding
the Christian
teaching on
human sexuality.
With a bachelor's degree in
communicaMARY BETH
tion from the
BONOCCI
University of
SPEAKER
San Francisco,a
master'sdegree
in theology of marriage and family from the )ohn Paul 11 Institute at
Lateran University and an honorary doctorate in communications
from Franciscan University of
Steubenville, Bonacci has spoken
to thousands of people across the
United States and internationally
since 1986.
The event, sponsored by Creed
on Campus, has the potential
to appeal to a majority of the
student population based on
the nature of the topic being discussed.
CO-President of Creed on
Campus, Eline Teixeira, said the
group recognized that Bonacci
speaks to a wide array of audiences and asked her to direct her
speech toward college students.
Several members of the organization have heard Bonacci speak
INCORPORATED, PAGE 2

REPORIER

City officials brainstormed with
students last night about a possible addition to the city's Code of
Ordinances.
At last night's Undergraduate
Student Government meeting,
city council officials discussed
the possibility of adding a civil
code to the city code.
Visiting city officials included
Mayor John Quinn. Second Ward
council member Mike Zickar,
Prosecutor Matt Reger, and AtLarge council member John
Mura.
Prosecutor Matt Reger said
a civil code could resolve complaints more quickly. The com-

For most of the day today
the Perry Field House will be
abuzz with graduating education majors and representatives
from 142 local and out of state
school districts.
School districts from North
Carolina, South Carolina,
Maryland, Georgia, Florida,
Nevada,
Kentucky
and
California and even the Bering
Straitschooldistrictfrom Alaska
will be making an appearance
at the 21st annual Teacher's lob
Fair held from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
today.
Like most job fairs, today's
event will allow students the
opportunity to meet directly
with school officials, cutting
down on the competition.
For recent University graduate Casey Skees, this is the rea-

son why she plans to attend the
fair. Skees has six job interviews
already scheduled and is planning to spend the entire day at
the fair attending Interviews.
"I'm looking forward to getting an immediate interview
and meeting the school districts," said Skees, who was an
education major. "It's not normal to just be able to talk to
these people."
Students can pre-schedule
interviews using WorkNet for
morning interviews or they can
schedule interviews through
open registration from 8 to 9:30
a.m. at the Field House today.
Here, students will be able to
schedule interviews on the
spot.
This opportunity is one that
any student looking for a job in
the education field should take,
said Megan Campell, a business
education major at BGSU who
plans to attend the fair. She has
one interview scheduled and is
also looking to schedule two
more through open registration, she said.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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plaint system is a slow process
as it exists currently, Reger said,
for example, if a student were
to complain that they fell on die
ice on a resident's property, the
incident might not be resolved
until warmer weather melted the
ice, he said.
A civil code would decriminalize minor offenses — such as
not shoveling snow off sidewalks,
keeping a barking dog outside, or
parking cars on the grass. City
employees or police would have
the option of giving a warning or
ticket for the first offense Multi pie
offenses may still be punishable
with criminal charges.
The campaign to add a civil
code has caught some controversy. Zickar said he received an
e-mail from a permanent resident of the city, who was worried
the council was letting students
USG,PAGE 2

Former presidential
house sold this week
House on Hillcrest
Drive stood on market
for four months.
By Bob Moser and Laura Hoesman
1HE 8G NEWS

Here in Wood
County, the recent reinterpretation of the domestic violence law could mean losing grant funded
programs that exist to help victims and offenders.
"The biggest shock to me, was the fact that
some Iprograms'l funding is based on the fact
that they're going to be dealing with domestic
violence cases," said task force chair Douglas
Cubberley, who is a probation officer and bailiff
at the Bowling Green municipal court
"And if law enforcement is required to go ahead
and start filing cases |of domestic violence as
assault]... it's possible that some of these places
won't be able to provide services," Cubberley

Job fair targets ed majors
REPORTER

After Oxford's example,
city of BG would give
tickets, not charges.
By Bridget Tharp

Members of the Wood County Domestic
Violence Task force are worried.
Unless a new bill passes in the Ohio
House of Representatives, local programs
and services could be cut as an ill effect
of the Defense of Marriage Act.
House bill 161 could repair the
holes that the DOMA put in
domestic violence law.
The problems started last
month, when a Cleveland
judge ruled that the DOMA
could be applied to cases of
partner abuse. Since the ruling, unmarried people are
not protected under the
Ohio domestic violence
law.
Since then, cases
of partner abuse
that would have
been called "domestic violence" before the
DOMA. must be now filed
as "assault" for unmarried
couples.
This is a problem for victims and law enforcement
because repeat offenders
would no longer face escalating charges with each new
offense. Offenders underdomestic
violence law face increasingly severe
degrees of charges. First time domestic violence offenders are charged
with a misdemeanor, but additional
incidents could mean felony charges.
Assault charges are different because
they are never escalating charges. Each
charge is treated as a first-time misdemeanor.
For this reason, local experts predict a drop
in the number of cases filed under domestic
violence law.
"Domestic violence |rates| will drop dramatically only because you won't be able to charge
live-in partners or same sex couples with domestic violence; it will have to be an assault. The
assault crimes will go up, but the domestic violence crimes will drop dramatically," said Wood
County Sheriff's Deputy Mary Ann Robinson.
Robinson is a member of the task force and
is the Sheriff's department domestic violence
specialist.
"Already we're starting to see motions to dismiss all over the state of Ohio. We have not had
that here, but I'm sure it's coming," Robinson
said.

By Lacen Weber

By Sandy Meade

Council considers
writing civil code

By Bridget Tbarp

SENIOR BEP0RTES

Fairgoers at the field
house can start their
teaching careers.

VOLUME 99 ISSUE 145

"It's going to be the one place
to meet lots of school districts
and get your resume out there,"
Campbell said.
According to Connie Hunt,
administrative secretary in the
Career Center and coordinator
of the fair, the event was created
by her office to help students
like Skees and Campell find
full-time jobs after graduation.
. Hunt said that this fair is different from the previous teacher's fair held late last month
because that event only had
mock interviews.
"The mock interviews were to
help students prepare for actual
job interviews," Hunt said.
Students planning to attend
the fair should dress professionally and bring plenty of
copies of their resumes and/or
cover letters.
Editor's Note: For more information about the Teacher's Job
Fair, contact the Carver Center at
(419) 372-2356 or log on to their
website at http://www.bgsu.edu/
offices/sa/career/students/index.
html.

VIOLENCE,PAGE 2

After living in a condominium
that cost the University $2,700
per month since November
2002, yesterday's sale of the 44year-old presidential house will
allow President Sidney Ribeau
to move into a new home, which
cost the BGSU Foundation $1.1
million.
The home — located at 700
S. VVintcrgarden Rd. — sits on
5.74 acres of property. Adjacent
to the home is 13.36 acres of
undeveloped land that borders
the Stone Ridge Golf Club. Both
were bought by the Foundation
with private donation money in
May 2004.
The previous house, at 625
Hillcrest Dr., had been on the

Julie DiFtanco BGNews
SOLO!: The former presidential
house sold for $415,000. The
new home on S. Wintergarden
Road cost $1.1 million.

market for about four months
before selling, according to
Betty Gallagher of Newlove
Realty, Inc.
The $415,000 sale price is now
considered University funds,
and an undetermined amount
of it will be used to immediHOUSE, PAGE 2

A LESSON IN SURVIVAL

One Tim BGNews
LEARNING FIRST AID: Julie Trundle (left) applies bandage to Ann Szczepanik (right) during the
CPR and First Aid How2Workshop. This was part one of a three-part workshop in first aid. By the
end of the workshop attendees will be certified in infant, child and adult CPR and first aid.
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SStfita
decriminalize
minor crimes
USB, FROM PAGE 1

off loo easy. She worried that an
offense like r.i|X' or illegal drug
possession could become punishable with only a ticket. But
Zickar said he assured her that
was not the case.
"We're only talking about low
level offenses," Zickar told those
present as the USG meeting.
Zickar said he and other city
officials are open to student suggestions about the idea of a civil
code, and encouraged those present at the meeting to contact him
with any questions. No one has
drafted the language that would
IH- included in the civil code yet
because council is "still in the
brainstorming stage," Zickar said.
The idea of a civil code is modeled after a similar code in another college town. Oxford, Ohio
— home of Miami University
— has been a model for the city
of Bowling Green, Regar said. A
group of council members even

visited the city to discuss the code,
Oxford's civil code was ineaiil to
clean up litter in the town, but
once that problem was solved,
the civil code was expanded,
prosecutor Heger said.
"This is a quality-of-life issue."
councilman Muni said of the
issue.
Zickar called a civil code "a winwin legislation."
Zickar also suggested that a
civil code could Ix1 expanded
in Bowling Green to help lesson
charges against violators of the
nuisance party ordinance.
To date, 46 people have been
cited for violations of the nuisance party ordinance. Most of
those were cited at the beginning of fall semester, when the
weather was warm and law was
still new. Since November, only
2 people have been cited. Hc^ci
said.
Prosecutor Heger suggested
that students throwing parties
should contact their neighbors
to avoid being cited under the
nuisance part)" ordinance.
Citations are based on cOfllplaints from neighbors. Heger
said.

Furnishings to be paid for with Univ. monies
HOUSE, FROM PAGE 1

ately furnish and paint the new
home for Kibeau and his family. The remainder of the funds
will be put into an account for
future renovations and maintenance on the home, said Chris
I lnlion. senior vice president of

Finance and Administration.
Some of the furniture from
the old house is currently in
storage and may be considered
for use in Kibcau's new home.
Daltonsaid.
"I think some of them (fur-

niture piecesl will be moved
in," Daltonsaid. "Those that are
appropriate."
Dalton and other University
officials justify the use of
$415,000 on the home because
it is considered University property.
He added that along with
serving as Ribeau's residence,
the new home can be used for
fundraisers to help bring more
private donation money to
BGSU.
"I think that the Foundation
has been very generous in pur-

grants.studentscholarshipsand
projects like Ribeau's Academic
Engagement Initiative, the
Foundation completely funds
the Office of Development —
minus employee costs.
The Office of Development
raises private funds for
University programs like the
future Sebo Athletic Center,
Wolfe Center for the Arts and a
variety of student scholarships.
But because this office is reliant on the Foundation for their
own funding, at least one year's
worth of the Foundation's

money is always kept in reserve,
said Doug Smith, president of
the Foundation.
In addition, the purchase
of the new home and the $1.1
million fundraising efforts that
preceded it was a one-time gift
to the University, Smith said.
If the Foundation became
responsible for the collection
of furniture and maintenance
money for the home, he said,
other departments and programs on campus that the
Foundation helps could be hurt
by not getting that money.

Tonight's speaker to discuss love and values
INCORPORATED, FROM PAGE 1

previously and wanted to pres-

ent students and thecommunity
with the same opportunity,
"Everyone knew how good she
was and wanted her to come to
the BG community so they could
have the opportunity to learn as
well.' Teixeira said.
After struggling with issues of
love and relationships in college,
Bonacd decided she wanted to
make a career out of educating
pel i| ili' about similar topics.
"Love is the root of struggle
and unhappiness among college
Students," she said. "Ir's an age
when lliey siarl thinking about
marriage and about the future.
There's a lot of pressure to have
somebody nout

Teixeira feels that the media
shapes many students views on
the meaning of love in relation
to sex. She feels Bonacci will
offer a different perspective and
will clarify misconceptions surrounding the subject.
"She'll talk about sex, love
and relationships in a way that
especially students don't know
i \isis," she said.
Being confronted with sex is
something causes fear among
some people. People grow up
believing sex is bad and the
Catholic church says sex is a
gift from God and it should be
enjoyed inside the context of
marriage, Teixeria said.
Sex has become casual and is
not viewed as special.

"It loses it's special meaning
because people don't see it as a
true gift of love," Teixeria said.
The actual definition of love
is something that Bonacci will
touch in during her speech. Part
of the danger that exists is when
people feel that love can't be
defined.
"If you can't define what love
is, it's meaningless," Bonacci
said. "It means nothing unless
we define it."
Love is something that everyone desires. It's the most basic
human need on an emotional
level and many people have the
misconception that sex will create love, Bonacci said.
"We call sex making love," she
said. "We buy into the idea that it

will make love and create love. It
doesn't work that way."
Having sex intensifies a bond
between two people making it
more difficult to walk away if
they are not right for each other,
Bonacci said
"Hormones are released in
sex that bind people together,"
she said. "It takes away clarity
of thought and reason to walk
away."
Bonacci. a single woman, feels
that people need to build a life for
themselves and be completely
fulfilled before inviting someone
to share their life with them.
"We are set up to believe we
need to fulfill that need for love
right now," Bonacci said. "Then
we think if we let go, we'll be all

alone."
University senior and core
team member of Creed on
Campus Clarissa Kinzel has
attended oneofBonacci'sspeech
and said she walked away with
a deeper understanding of the
importance of finding someone
of quality rather than settling for
less.
"It's okay to be single for a
while," Kinzel said, "You have to

be patient"
lite hour and a half long event,
Bonacci hopes, will provide students with a sense of their own
dignity, their own importance
and worthiness.
"You don't have to trade yourself, because you have incredible
dignity."

Domestic violence statistics to be misleading
VIOLENCE, FROM PAGE 1

said.
Thai could mean limits on

counseling for abusere.
Dr. Daniel Schaefer is a psychologist from Person to Person

Resources, in Perrysburg, He
counsels abusive offenders who
are convicted under the domestic violence law. But if more
cases of abuse now fall into the

STUDEMTTRAVEL
Best of Summer

Europe

category of assault, Schaefer may
soon have fewer clients.
"It's going to probably affect
who gets to the program, because
everyone I work with is court
ordered," Schaefer said.
Schaefer's clients are sent to
him for counseling when they
are convicted of domestic violence charges.
"I've only had one guy in four
years refer himself to this program. And then as soon as his
wife came back, he left |the programl. So, it's the court that gets
these people here and makes
them stay," Schaefer said.
"Yeah, Issue 1 (DOMA| has
definitely become a big problem

The 1" BGSU
Spring Symposium on
Undergraduate Research
will be held

.„$234

Your

Summer Travel
Headquarters

(800)965.0343

for women who are in domestic
violence situations," said victim
advocate Kathy Mull, who is the
VITAL Program Coordinator
at the Phoenix Connection in
Bowling Green.
"The majority of the women
who report domestic violence
lin the areal arc in live-in situations and they're not married,"
she said. "1 think that's going to
cause a huge problem."
In Wood County, records show
more abuse against unmarried
people than against married
people in Ohio statewide averages.
Although Wood County
records show that the majority of

The Office of Undergraduate Research
is pleased to announce:

Eurail
Passes

April 18,2005
9 am to 5pm in the Multipurpose Room
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
[Abstracts due March 25,2005]
The purpose of this event is to celebrate the scholarly accomplishments of
out undergraduate students by providing them with a venue in which to
share the results of their work with all members of the BGSU learning
community. Undergraduates in all disciplines are invited to present the
results of their independent research projects and other creative activities.
All University students, faculty and staff, plus community members and
friends are invited to attend. Details on how you can patticipate in this
year's symposium can be found at:
http://www.bgsu edu/oftices/our/SpringSymposium.hlm

Imagine...
*
*
*
*
*
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chasing the house," Dalton said,
"and 1 think it's not inappropriate for the University to use its
own funds in the future."
While most of the money
given to the Foundation is
specified for certain causes by
donqrs, there is a deep pool
of money that remains free to
use.
As of March 31, the
Foundation had $3,075,889
worth of unrestricted earnings
that could be used for a variety
of things at BGSU.
Along with various faculty

attending a campus close to your home
exploring a degree program
catching up on a few credits
getting a jump on fall
saving money
focusing on that one challenging class

We provide more than 4,100 class sections and 200 credit
and noncredit workshops, offered days, evenings and
weekends throughout our eight campus system.
Classes: www.registrars.kent.edu

Workshops: kentstatecontinuinged.com
Information: 800-672-KSU2

victims are live-in partners, statewide percentages show that most
victims fall into one of three categories: "wife," "live-in partner," or
"other." This is according to statistics from 2003 from the Ohio
Bureau of Criminal Identification
and Investigation. These statistics were recorded before DOMA
went into effect
Across the state of Ohio in
2003, about 17 percent of reported victims of domestic violence
were live-in partners.
Another chunk of reported
victims fell into the category of
"other," which was another 14
percent of the study. Wives were
about 20 percent of victims and
husbands at 7 percent, with a
statewide total of 50,247 reported
victims in 2003.
The only category of victims
that showed smaller percentages than husbands were former
spouses at 2 percent and law officers at less than one percent of
reported victims.
Wood County's Domestic
Violence Task force is a group
of professionals who "have a
stake in the issue," including law

Read Daniel
Boudreau's new
column!
See page 4.

enforcement officers and social
service providers, Cubberly said.
The task force began in the late
1980s, but it stopped meeting
about three years ago, task force
chair Cubberly said. Cubberly
reunited the task force at the
beginning of this year, and members plan to meet monthly. Last
Thursday was the group's third
meeting this year.
"We're all going to get together and we're going to see if the
county and this area is doing
everything they can in response
to domestic violence." he said.
"|So far. we'rel just trying to
analyze where we are and see
where the loopholes are,"
Cubberly said. "And I think this
whole domestic violence law
issue is just another thing that's
come up in the last 3 months."
"We feel like we're doing a
pretty decent job," he said and
added, "but we're interested in
being more proactive and taking
an more of educational stance
and getting more education out
there, because (domestic violence] h a huge issue that many
times does not get addressed

BGNEWS
BRIEFING
Tomorrow morning,
USG vote will end
Today is the last full day to
vote in the Undergraduate
Student Government elections. Voting is entirely online
this year.
Any student who wishes to
vote should go to the Bowling
Green State University
homepage at www.bgsu.edu
and look halfway down the
page for the words 2005 USG
Online Election.
Click on the words and you
can access an electronic ballot
Voting is open until 8 am
tomorrow morning.
The election will choose
president, vice president, atiarge senators, off-campus
senators, minority affair senators and senators mat rcprcsent their colleges.
Iliis year there are three
teams who desire to serve the
presidential/vice presidential
positions of use, Last year
377 students voted in the USG
ejections. Current President
Alex Wright won by a mere 20
votes last year alongside Vice
("resident Sara Kaminski.

For aHlfie news,
visit:
www.bgnews.com

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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PLANE CRASH NEAR CINCINNATI KILLS FOUR
MT. ORAB. Ohio (AP) — A plane crashed about 30
miles east of Cincinnati yesterday, killing four people.
The Cessna left Clermont County Airport and crashed
in an open field east of the airport around 1 p.m. Two
men, a flight instructor and student were killed in the
crash. Their names have not been released.

CAMPUS
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8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
leaching job fair
You must be registered with the
Career Center's WorkNet system
to sign-up for interviews.
Open times to walk through
the fair are from 8:00-9:30a.m.
The rest of the fair is strictly for
scheduled interview times
For further information, contact
the Career Center @
419-372-2356.
Perry Fieldhouse
Pholo Provided

CONGRATS: Members of the Alpha Phi Omega, a co-ed service fraternity, smile as they show off two of their
newly-received awards. Row 1 Left to Right: Aysen Ulupinar, Ann Roos and Kari Rood. Row 2 Left to Right:
Stephen Kovach, Pat Bickley and Nicole Falk.

APO celebrates new awards
Reorganization of
officer posts was a key
factor in one award.
By Titfani McKenzie
CAMPUS IlltS EDITOR

In the past week, one of ihe
fraternities on campus was given
two awards for all their hard work
and achievements.
The Zeta Kappa chapter
of Alpha Phi Omega, a co-ed
service fraternity, was presented
widi the H. Roe Bartle Chapter
Award from the National office
for Outstanding Achievement
in Chapter Administration and
Program during 2004-200.1 and
the Most Improved Chapter
Award.
The H. Roe Bartle Chapter
Award recognizes the chapters of
Alpha Phi Omega which achieve
and maintain high standards in
all aspects of their operations.
It provides an opportunity to
document
what
was
accomplished
during the
previous academic year and to
set goals for the current year,
according to Sieve Kovach,
president of Alpha Phi Omega.
This is not die first time the

Zeta Kappa chapter has won this
award, either.
The fraternity made many
changes within the chapter
over the past year to earn die
second award for most improved
chapter.
Among the changes was the
restructuring of the executive
hoard of the chapter to combat
communication issues, according lo Kovach. It was originally
composed of 10 officers and has
been limited to five. Hie fraternity consists of .in executive hoard
and a chapter council. Currendy,
the chapter has 55 active members and 15 pledges.
"With the new structure taking place Ulis spring, the overall
ted ol our chapter has improved
drastic -ally," Kovach said.
Kristel Clarke, new membership development chair for Alpha
Phi Omega has found the changes to be a positive thing for the
chapter as well.
"Our chapter has been really
supportive of all die changes."
Clarke said. "All in all, it's just
been everybody getting along
and cooperating to make it
happen."
Alpha Phi Omega focuses
on friendship and service by

helping out various programs in
the area. Kadi week, members
can go serve food to die needy at
Mai'tha's kitchen, a soup kitchen
in Bowling Creen. Also, members

of the chapter volunteer at Ibsina
Lott, a school for older, mentally
ill people in I'oledo.
Tile fraternity takes pan in
fundraising events such as Dance
Maradion and their own annual
Hock-a-thon. lor Hock-a-thon.
members of die fraternity go to
local businesses to donate items
or money to put into a basket
dial will be raffled off at the end
of Hock-a-thon. The members
dien rock in a rocking chair for
32 hours. The money from the
raffle goes lo support a charity or
group of the fraternity's choice.
This past year, the money went
to the Hurricane Belief Fund for
the victims of the hurricanes in
Florida.
Alpha Phi Omega will be hosting ihe annual Black Swamp Cirl
Scout Badge Day on Saturday,
Chapter members will help Girl
Scouts from all over the area to
earn their badges.
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Be sure you can register at your assigned time by
checking Holds on My Account in MyBGSU.
Contact the office that placed the hold to resolve
the issue so you can register on time.
Sponsored by Advising Network

John W. Strawman,
D.D.S.
WELCOMES

Jeffrey Kaiser, D.D.S.
Family Dentistry
Accepting New Patients
Same Day Emergency Care
Delta Dental Provider for
BGSU Staff. Faculty, and
Students
Call for appointment
419-352-4661
1064 W. Wooster St..
Bowling Green
Visit our Website at
StrawmanKaiserDentists.com

It is easy
to place a
classified ad in
The BG News!
Simply complete
our form at:
bgnews.com/classifieds

Find* Job
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8 a.m.-11 p.m.
Contemporary African Art Exhibit
"Meeting Place" is an exhibition of the work of Richard
Razafindrakoto, painter, poet
and installation artist from the
Madagascar Republic, and the
current Jane Labino-Black Artistin-Residence in the School of Art.
BGSU. The exhibition is free and
open to the public. The exhibition will run April 11-23, and
will have an accompanying art
opening on Wednesday. April 13

at 8:15 p.m..
Keepers food Court
10 -11a.m.
Women's Dissertation Writing
Group
Contact Maria DeRose for further
details: mderose@bgnet bgsu.
edu. Meets every Tuesday from
10:00-11:00 a.m.
The Women's Center. 107Hanna
Hall
11 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc.
Skee Week
Union multipurpose room

^^^^^^|^ ^BBP^

Noon -1:15 p.m.
Arts & Sciences Forum Luncheon
(reservations required)
"The Slave Ship: A Human
History ol an Inhuman Vessel."
Reservations were required by
Thursday. April 7. Contact the
College Office at (419) 372-2340
or mjhitt@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Union room 202B
5:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc.
- Skee Week,
"1 Love My Body" - AKAerobics
with Hip Hop aerobics instructor
Sheila Brown at the Student Rec
Center
Student Recreation Center
6 p.m.
6 O'clock Talk Series
What are the medical, legal and
ethical issues surrounding egg/
sperm donation and surrogate
mothering?
Sponsored bytheBowenThompson Student Union
Programming.
Union room 315
7 - 8:30 p.m.
Communication Studies Keynote
Speaker
Jeffrey Simpson, national affairs
columnist lor the Toronto Globe
and Mail, will discuss "Writing
Across Borders: Canada-US
Perspectives"
Free. For more information, contact: cast@cba.bgsu.edu
Union room 202B
7-10 p.m.
Fireside Tuesdays

Come study by the fireplace
in the 3rd Floor Lounge of the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union.
Free hot chocolate and coffee
Union third floor lounge
7:30 p.m.
Inch'Allah Dimanche, Films in
French. 1990
A poignant, often humorous
portrait of an Arab woman's
initiation into French provincial
life in the mid-1970s For More
Information Contact: Department
ot Romance Languages
Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall
7:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Writers Group
Open to anyone in the BGSU
community For further information, contact Teresa Milbrodt at
372-9683 or terrian@bgnet.
bgsu.edu. Meets every Tuesday
from 7:30-8:30 p.m.
The Women's Center. 107Hanna
Hall
8 - 9:30 p.m.
Looking for the REAL meaning of
LOVE?
Union room 202A
8 p.m.
Spirits from the Sky: the star
world of the Pawnee.
For more information contact:
Physics & Astronomy Dept. (419)
372-2421
BGSU Planetarium 112 Physical
Sciences Lab Bldg
9:30 p.m.
Free UA0 Movie "Closer"
Sponsored by University Activities
Organization
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"/ could have — should have — graduated
many years ago, hut I keep passing on the
real world's invitation."
Klwnthw-jr-senior |ohniiy Lediner, who has 100 marc credits al the
L'nivcrsit\ ol Wisconsin-Whitewater than he needs to graduate, on his
continued matriculation.
IMIISUIC

hwnul)
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Title dispute unfair to winner
When a person with a
disability succeeds despite
adverse conditions, it is typically reason for praise. The world
loves seeing Lance Armstrong
win the Tour de l-'rancc sis limes
in a row after beating testicular
cancer and watching Michael
|. Fox make limited television
appearances despite suffering
from Parkinson's disease.
When a photograph of Ms.
Wheelchair Wisconsin was
printed In The Post-Crescent

YOU DECIDE
Do you think Jeneal Lee deserves
her title? Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post teedback on our Web site.
showing her standing upright
while teaching, the crowning
organization stripped laneal lee
of her title and first-prize scooter.
Lee, a 30-year-old teacher,

suffers from muscular dystrophy
and uses a scooter as her primary
means of conveyance. She can
stand while teaching and walk
about 50 feet per day.
When the runner-up refused
to accept the tide, the next girl
in line was awarded the crown
and scooter.
In protest, Lee's sister, who
was named Ms. Wheelchair
Minnesota, resigned her crown.
1 lie coordinator of the Minnesota
pageant resigned alongside her.

Is her suffering any less real
To be crowned Ms. Wheelchair,
the candidates must "most- or valid?
This is an incredible act
ly be seen in the public using
their wheelchairs or scooters," that should never have taken
place. When a person with a
according to the organization.
Who are the pageant officials serious disability is stripped of
to tell Lee how handicapped benefits because they arcdeemed
"not handicapped enough,"
she is?
Because there is a provision everyone loses.
It cheapens the tides that
in the contest that the winner
must be seen "mosUy" using these women have won and
their scooter or wheelchair, subjects the entire pageant to
docs that mean lee is any less laughter and ridicule from the
general public.
handicapped?

Handicapped people do not
deserve to be put on a pedestal,
a fact diat no one involved with
this situation would dispute.
But stripping a contestant
such as Ms. Wheelchair of her
crown because one photograph
of her standing was printed is
a ridiculous action that should
never have been undertaken.
The
members
of Ms.
Wheelchair Wisconsin should
applaud Lee, not strip her
of the crown.

Struggleforworkers'rightsnecessary p^p^ ||I|TK|{'IK)THKI<|)r|]()H
As the days remaining in
this academic year slip
away as fast as \\"s bogus
claim of a "mandate" (an AP
poll from last week shows that
the president's approval rating,
at 44 percent, is lower than any
e\ et recorded this early in a
president's second term), main

DANIEL
BOUDREAU
Opinion Columnist

and now have a sinking feeling
that these ideas and this
knowledge seem to be about as
richly rewarded in our society
soon-to-be-ex-studentsare
as the ability to wiggle one's ears,
pondering just what I hey are
I have this to suggest: (k> save
going in do with their lives.
your country.
Thousands of people on ibis
find work within what is going
campus are somewhere in the
to be the major American banlc
midst ola job search, or are
of the 21 st century: The fight for
dreading that search and
workers' rights and their ability
putting it off.
to unionize.
Before I say any
more on the topic,
I read in an article in
"Why not
let me first
The Nation last week
that a new poll shows
congratulate all
consider
that "some 57 million
graduating
work that non-union workers
students, and saj
that I since iii\
puts
you at in the United States
hope they are filled
say they would form
the center a union tomorrow if
with pride, while
given the chance."
also having some
of this
The article, by
understanding of
struggle, one Stewart Acuff, went on
how lucky they are
According to a 2004
that, when to point out diat for
"especially women and
U.S. census report.
successful, people of color, having
only 2B percent
of respondents 25
a union is often the
will
or older reported
difference between
ultimately
living in or out
they had attained a
bachelor's degree.
bring some of poverty."
It's always wise to
long been aware
balance to of I've
count your blessthe large-scale
ings while remainan economy union-busting efforts
that big business has
ing cognizant of
that
always employed,
the limits on others'
opportunities.
and that those efforts
currently
Many of you
caused unions to
breeds
shrink from their
have acquired
unique training or
injustice?" peak in 1955, when
one-third of all U.S.
possess talents diat
make the job marworkers belonged to
a union, to today when union
ket an exciting and welcoming
membership stands at just 12.5
place. Many of you have already
percent of the working
landed jobs. Mam others have
been singularly directed for long
population.
I'm also aware that labor
time and have known for years
unions have long been a prime
what you wanted to be. lb all
of you: Congratulations! Welltarget of die nation's
done! Now, oft you go... I want
corporate-beholden political
right wing and thai Bush is
to talk with those of you who are
largely considered to be most
beginning to wonder just what
anti-labor president in history.
the luck you can do with diat
What was news to me was diat
degree in the less-fhan-practical
major dial captured your heart,
more than 20.000 US workers
have been fired or discriminated
yet alarmed your parents
against for union activities in the
If you went with your heart
and used y our four years of
last year, according to a National
labor Relations Board, the federcollege to study philosophy, art.
culture, literature, or the like.
al agency charged with enforcing
ratiicr than something more
the National labor Relations Act.
"That amounts," Acuff tells us,
marketable and "practical," and
are now perhaps regretting
to a worker in this country being
having filled your head with "big
fired or discriminated against
every twenty-six minutes for
ideas" and knowledge of other
times, cultures, and perspectives, exercising die basic human right

to form or join a union."
This is in direct violation of
the law of die land. The NIJW
protects workers' rights to form
unions and collectively bargain.
This is a right even supported
and protected by the 1948
Universal Declaration of
11uman Rights.
Yet in Bush's America this is
a law that is routinely violated
without any real fear of punishment as the NIRB has been severally stripped of funding by the
current administration.
l-ortunately there is also a
growing labor movement in
this nation. A movement that is
meeting with success in many
parts of the nation, organizing
some of the most exploited
workers within our economy —
the people who clean the offices
and institutions us college
educated people work in. the
people who pick the produce
served up to us in die
restaurants we can afford to cat
at, the people that do the work
that keeps us all living at a level
of comfort unknown to most
other nations on diis globe.
Why not consider work that
puts you at the center of this
struggle, one that, when
successful, will ultimately bring
some balance to an economy
that cutrendy breeds injustice?
Why not take a job where you
can use the privilege of your
college degree to fight for the
violated rights of others?
Okay, so you won't get rich
working in these kinds of jobs,
but most of them do continue to
offer the sorts of benefit
packages that are quickly vanishing in many other professions.
Your parents might at first
be dismayed by your choice
of career. But in the long run,
when they see you doing work
in which you put the courage of
your convictions into play, rather
than work where you're simply
chasing a paycheck and
winding-up bleary-eyed and
burnt-out by 30, they will know
that tiieir investment in your
education has paid-off gloriously.
And anyway, if current
economic trends continue, and
if we don't step up to oppose
them, thai fancy college degree
of yours might only be able to
land you employment at the
local, non-unionized, Wal-Mart.

ONTHE STREET
What do you feel is the
biggest issue for the
next USG president?

VANESSA SAGOLI

"Parking is a
disaster!"

n
COURTNEY UESLING
SOPHOMORE, BIOLOGY

"The three-student
housing rule
off-campus."

CHAD BENNES
SENIOR, MARKETING

"Renovate the dorms
— they're getting
pretty run-down."

MIKE SHULTZ
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TThis letter is in response
to Megan Schmidt's
incredibly shortsighted
article in the BG News on April
8. 1 find it interesting that, on
the day of the Pope's funeral,
seemingly without provocation,
Megan sees fit to spew her antiCatholic hate.
She tries, unsuccessfully, to
remedy the seemingly disparate

positions of the Pope. How
could the Pope represent the traditions of die Catholic Church!
I low could he simultaneously
oppose things like euthanasia,
abortion, birth control, the death
penalty and war! How could any
one person possibly do diat?
let me edify you, Megan. The
Pope represents the Catholic
Church, and if you don't like it,
you don't have to be a Catholic
— that was the essence of John
Paul II.
MATTHEW FRIED
SENIOR
mgfriediffbgnct.bgsu.edu

JUNIOR, BUSINESS

Send comments to Daniel at
dbmulret/i'bgnet.btpu.edti

Send your thoughts and comments to
us at thenews@bgnews.com, or visit us
online at http://www.bgnews.com.

Column lacked
insight into the
Catholic faith

JUNIOR, IPC

"Do something about
tuition because I'm
broke!"

Join in the fight for
women's pay equity
On Tuesday, April
DIANE
19, members of the
REGAN
Bowling Cireen branch
of the American Association
President, Bowling Green
of University Women (AAUW)
Branch of AAUW
will join with women and men
across the U.S. in a national day
offer solutions to wage discrimiof action, Equal Pay Day.This
nation. In Bowling Green, branch
day is important because it
members will be available that
marks — in terms of wage equiday in the Bowen-Thompson
ty — the length of time it takes
Student Union from noon — 1
the average female worker to
pm. with a "sliding scale" sale
make the wages earned by the
that will clearly point up die disaverage man by December 31 of
crepancy between the genders
the previous year.
related to wages and
On a national level,
"Women in what that means in
according to the
of an individuU.S. Census Bureau,
Ohio earn terms
al's purchasing power.
women are paid only
just $. 73
We will also have lit$.76 for every $1.00
erature available that
that a man is paid.
for every
provides the facts to
Given this current
$1.00 earned support our contensituation, women
can only "catch up"
by a man, tion that the gender
wage gap is real.
by working more
ranking
Why locate the
than 100 days extra.
The equity issue for
Ohio 44th in saleintheBTSU?We
that most colthe working women
the nation think
lege students, particof Ohio is even more
ularly women, think
by this
dire. Women in Ohio
that the battle for
cam just $.73 for
measure.""
equity in the workevery $1.00 earned by
a man, ranking Ohio
place is over and that
it is a "old" issue.
44th in the nation by this measure. AAUW believes that closing
From the perspective of those
the wage gap would improve the
of us in the workplace, we have
economic level of thousands of
a different experience to share:
women and children.
while women have made
If women were to earn the
tremendous gains in educational
same wages as their male
accomplishments, the fan is that
counterparts, the average family
one they exited the school-doors,
income would rise by $4,000 a
equity in the workplace didn't
year reducing the poverty rate by
necessarily follow.
half. For this reason, our organiAll university members are
zation believes that addressing
invited to stop by the AAUW
this persistent inequity is good
table on Tuesday, April 19 to
for the state as well as the nation.
learn more about these "gains in
Here in Ohio, on April 19th.
learning but gaps in earning!"
we join with other AAUW
Please join us in our effort to
branches to educate women and
educate and bring about equity
men about pay inequity and to
for women and girls.
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Prince Charles could learn from the Pope
The pageani ry and pomp
of the Pope's funeral this
AMANDA
past week trumped ihe
HOOPER
usually favored ceremonious
Opinion Columnist
I r adit Ion of choice — the
happenings of England's
royal family.
pain. Dun vu riflced heart and
Prince Charles' marriage to
dignity in a selfish affair.
Camilla Parker Bowles
Mnce < liailcs and Camilla
consecrating years of hidden
arc finally united in marriage
love, separation and infidelity
and the question remains, does
finally happened Saturday
inn-low justify any and afl
afternoon after being
behavior?
preempted for Pope fcihn Paul
Why does selfish and
the 2nd funeral Friday. .
destnictive behavior occur in
Over two million mournei the name of love? Marriage is
poured into the streets for the
supposed to be the crowning
Pope's funeral and to pay their
picture of love, but this marlast respects.
riage is a modem distortion of
He was a man whose talk
egocentric grasps for fulfillment.
matched his walk. 1 le Stood
The Popes steadfast and
steadfast in his faith and
selfless commitment to people
refused to compromise
and his finn dedication to
traditional principles to become principle founded on faith is a
"more relevant".
more complete portrait of love.
He prayed four hours a day,
Despite embracing "modernbut he was not disconnected
ism'' in issues of divorce, remarfrom the world. He was an
riage and infidelity, the British
intellectual who spoke eight
find their prince to be increaslanguages and an adventurer
ingly irrelevant. Maybe he is a
who traveled to 129 countries.
"iikr guy" who made mistakes,
He was a rock in his faith and but he does not inspire the popa servant to the worid whose
ulace. They don) care anymore.
death sparked mass reverence! he vapid shallow appearance
for his life and mourning for our ill this royal Prince's life doesn't
collective loss.
encourage his people.
Across Europe, Prince Charles
Prince Charles was born into
and his long-time love Camilla
the spotlight, but he has
sealed the knot. All it cost them
managed to squander his
was two marriages, four
position as a leader.
children in broken homes,
More Britons watched the
public humiliation and private
Grand National Bandstand (a

lid

horse race), then the televised
coverage of the royal wedding.
It is a far cry from the miles of
cheering crowds in 1981 when
Prince Charles married
Princess Diana.
Prince Charles' illicit affair
with Camilla during his
marriage to Diana and the cold
treatment she received from the
royal family stained his image.
Royalty in Britain is like
a more incredible form of
American celebrity. Prince
Charies is a celebrity and a
leader who has the ability to set
an example and high standards
for his country or to contribute
to the moral decline.
Morally weak leaders can
uplift or they can dishearten
their people. Mass attendance
is down for American Catholics
after child molestation charges
rocked the public image of the
church. The leaders wasted
their position and power.
However, around the world,
particularly in South America
and Africa, Catholicism
flourished as they looked to
Pope |i ihii Paul II as the leader
of the faith
Why was the Pope so popular,
especially with young people
who typically rebel against
tradition? He modeled
consistency while others
modeled contradictions.
In this worid people are not
looking for moral relativism,
they are looking for a moral

compass. They are looking for
something to believe in and
leaders who inspire them. It's a
lonely road without with out a
guide or a map. The pope was
that light to billions across the
world, not just to Catholics, but
as a representation to all faiths.
The media loved the Pope
when he championed human
rights and social justice and
opposed war.
However, when he stood firm
against homosexuality, abortion
and the ordainment of women
he was declared out of touch
and resistant to progression.
The media also pursued any
scrap of gossip or information
on Prince Charles with
unrelenting and sometimes
ruthless obsession.
In the end, the people were
able to distinguish for themselves the difference between a
man who handled power with
humility and reverence and the
self absorbed Prince.
Obviously Britain's royal
family and the Catholic Church
have to make certain
adjustments through time.
The people will look to their
leaders and while Catholicism's
influence flourished under a
great man, the monarchy's
influence continues to diminish
under a weak one.
Send comments to Amanda
at aliooper@lignet.bgsu.edit.

leres to wakma up
early on TW weekend
for no reason

YOU

MEXICO
CITY SINKS
ABOUT 10
INCHES A
YEAR.
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What happened to
real news coverage?
SHANA
DANIELSON
U-Wire Columnist
The Arkansas Traveler
University of Arkansas
There has long been a
merger of sorts in progress
on the front page of news
sources across America. It
started with splashy color,
shorter articles and more
eye-catching headlines. But as
time has gone on, this integration has seeped into the content
of the newspapers, as well.
It was first referred to as "infotainement," some well-intended
push to make Americans more
informed without them realizing it — candy-coat breaking
news with bigger pictures, fewer
words and more sensationalism.
And more newspapers sell while
more Americans show at least
some semblance of education
about the world that surrounds
them. It appears to be a win-win
situation, but this movement's
effect seems to have slowly
changed the focus of news
sources all together.
It has long been a staple of
fiction writing to attach the
reader to a character. The more
real and devastating a fictional
life can be, the more people
seem to be drawn to it.
This is the same concept that
has long governed the classic
soap opera in print or through
the television screen, and it has
made that empire amazingly
successful. So in the pursuit to
balance journalism, why not
cash in on a
guaranteed formula?
Thus, this country has become
a personality driven nation. Take
a glance across today's headlines.
What is it that is being focused
on? The majority of stories can
be summed up with a name:
Michael lackson, Prince Charles,
Martha Stewart.
A large amount of the world
is busy mourning the death of
one pope and eagerly awaiting
the announcement of the next.
The breakup of celebrity couples
takes premium news space
Important issues even have
a name and a face attached:
Having a living will equals Terry
Schaivo equals danger of school

violence equals etc.
This type of information
presentation is dangerous for
several reasons. First, it does too
well what it was designed for
- it blurs the lines of news and
entertainment to the point that
the distinction becomes
indecipherable, and the truth
becomes hard to pinpoint.
Tabloids and reliable sources
arc getting harder and harder
to tell apart. It used to be that
the National Enquirer and the
Weekly World News were obvious in there preposterous stories,
doctored photos and cheap
production. But more recent
entries into the market of tabloid
reporting (i.e. Star, Us Weekly,
In Touch I have become highly
glossy, well-produced and
confuse by resembling other
more reliable publications.
But possibly even more
destructive than the blurring
that is taking place, this
movement is dangerous because
of its knack for oversimplifying
the complex. While equating
issues with certain people or
stories can sometimes be done
successfully, many issues are
just too complex to be shelved
or scrutinized in that way. The
recent coverage of the war in
Iraq serves as an example of an
issue that was presented across
the media too simply
As even respectable
publications stooped to miming
humping pictures of the two
world leaders involved with bold
orovcrzealous headlines, the
conflict became less a war of two
countries and much more a war
of two people: Saddam Hussein
and President George W. Bush.
This "central plot" type of
thinking encourages ignorance
in that it allows the news
consumer to write tilings off too
quickly, choose sides and never
examine the core of what
is going on.
1 his need for actual truth
instead must become a
personal revolution.
The solution may be a matter
(il each concerned person
striving to become more
informed on his own,
consulting multiple sources,
gathering several opinions and
seeking the truth of the matter.
Interesting that this used to be
what journalists did.

GREENBRIAR, INC.
GRADUATE
STUDENT HOUSING

Summit Street

Historic Miilikin
^—^— HOTEL ———

• Central downtown location
• Unfurnished
•On-site laundry
• Air conditioned
• Remodeled units
• 2 story loft style
apartments available
• Efnciences start at
S345/mo + electric
• One Bedrooms start at
S425/mo + electric

APARTMENTS —

•
•
•
•
•

Furnished
Air Conditioned
On-site laundry
2 blocks from campus
Efficiences
S315/ mot electric
• One Bedroom Apts.
$400/mo + electric

445 E.Wooster • Bowling Green,OH 43402 • 352-0717
WWW.GREENBRIARRENTALS.COM

US6 ELECTIONS
PRESIDENT/VICE PRESIDENT
6 SENATORS
FOR 2005-2006 SCHOOL YEAR
From: 8 am on April 11th - 8 am on April 13 th
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~16 2~
Bedroom

Bedroom

Apartments

Toumhouses

• Carports
• 1 BDRM: Starting
at $395 Mo. plus
utilities
-IN THE 2 BDRM:
• Washer & Dryer
Hookups
• 1 & 1/2 BATHS

Carports
Washer & Dryer
Hookups
2 Baths
Full Basement
' Can have up to
6 People

Checkout our website at:
WWW.MECCABa.COU or

CALL 353-5800 Today!

Management Inc.

BGSU BUS SHUTTLE SERVICE

VOTING WILL OCCUR ONLINE
(BGSU Home page will have a link to the website)

Let Your Voice Be Heard!
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WOMEN DEBATE ON BREAST-IMPLANTS

MTI0N

WASHINGTON (AP) — Thirteen years after most
use of silicone-gel breast implants was banned, the
government reopened emotional debate yesterday
on whether to lift the restrictions — despite lingering
questions about how often the devices can break
inside women's bodies.

Democrats oppose Bolton nomination
Critics question the
nominee because of his
criticism on U.N.
ByBanySchweid
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — John Ft
Bolton, a blunt diplomat whose
nomination as U.S. ambassador
to the United Nations is opposed
by most Democrats and some
in the foreign policy establishment, pledged yesterday to help
strengthen an institution that has
occasionally "gone oil track."
The
Bush
administration is committed to the
success of the U.N., Bolton, the
undersecretary of state, said on
the first day of his confirmation
hearing before die Senate foreign
Delations Committee, lie told
lawmakers that "we view the U.N.
as an important component of
our diplomacy."
President Bush's selection of
Bolton last month has stirred
controversy because of his
expressions of disdain for the
U.N. and the blunt criticism
he has leveled at North Korea
and other countries and arms
control treaties.
The committee's top Democrat,
Sen. Joseph Biden of Delaware,
expressed his "grave concern'

about Bolton's nomination, cit- mass destruction in Iraq has
ing doubts about his "diplomatic led some people to question
temperament," his statements our goodwill and credibility,"
about the U.N. and interna- Bolton responded.
He noted that the U.N. has
tional laws and treaties, and his
leadership on weapons threats in both strengths and weaknessplaces like North Korea and Iran. es and said that if confirmed
"In my judgment," Biden he would try to help forge a
stronger relationship
said, "your judgment
about how to deal
between the United
"In
the
States and the U.N.,
with the emerging
diplomatic
"which
depends
threats have not been
criticallyonAmerican
particularly useful."
world,
leadership." He said
Sen. George Allen,
neither
he aimed not just to
li-Va., however, called
Bolton "the absolute
promote American
bluntness
perfect person for
Interests at the
nor
world body.
the job."
Bolton
also
Bolton, 56, has
rhetorical took
a critical tack,
served in the past
sensitivity
is
saying the U.N.
three
Republican
Assembly
administrations
a virtue in General
needs to focus more
and been one of his
itself."
on human rights
party's
strongest
violators and internaconservative voices
tional terrorism.
on foreign affairs
RICHARD WEAR,
"We must work to
issues. He is now the
SENATOR
galvanize the General
administration's arms
Assembly to focus
control chief.
Bolton was asked about its attention on issues of true
the impact on American importance." he said.
"Sadly, there have been times
standing overseas of the flawed
U.S. intelligence on weapons when the General Assembly has
of mass destruction in Iraq — gone off track," he added, citing
displayed withmuchfanfareatthc the "abominable" resolution that
U.N. by former Secretary of State equated Zionism with racism. It
Colin Powell. "Unquestionably was repealed in 1991, with Bolton
the failure to find weapons of playing a leading role as a State

Dennis Cook AP Photo
SPEAKING HIS THOUGHTS: John Bolton appears before (he Senate Foreign Relations Committee on Capital
Hill yesterday, on his nomination to be the U.S. ambassador to the United Nations.
Department official.
Sen. Kichard Lugar, the
foreign Relations Committee
chairman, talked at length about
the controversy over Bolton,
saying opponents have criticized
him as "abrasive, confrontational
and insensitive."
"In the diplomatic world,
neither bluntness nor rhetorical

In walking distance of Campus

2 Bedroom Apartments

sensirivily is a virtue in itself," the
Indiana Republican said. "There
are times when blunt talk serves
a policy purpose; other times it
does not"
Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass.,
said he had serious questions
about Bolton's "commitment to
the U.N."
"It is critical we have someone

with respect for diplomacy, who
believes in the United Nations
despite its flaws," he said.
"I'm
surprised
the
nominee wants the job he's been
nominated for, given the many
negative things he's had to say
about the U.N.," Biden said.
UNITED NATIONS, PAGE 7
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'per
month'.

Heat, Water, Sr Gas Included!

2 Bedroom Deluxe Apartments
710 and 730 Scott Hamilton

PHEES

from only

MUSIC
FREE FOOD
BEST BOX COMftTTDON

per
month!

Tickets go on sale, April J.WK in irKe Union!

Spacious, newly remodeled units!
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NEW Bathrooms • NEW Kitchens with built in dishwashers & microwaves • Single Occupancy Rate $400

1 Efficiency Apartment Available for $285

per month
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Habitat for Humanity
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The BG News is now
accepting applications for

Summer & Fall 2005
Staffs

400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

• Free Heat!

•Reporters
• Web Staff
•Staff Editors
• Copy Editors
•Opinion Columnists
•Photographers
Graphic Designers
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Share your insight creativity,
ideas ami opinions with the

Applications are available in 210 or
204 West Hall.
Interview sign-ups and interviews will
begin after April 19th.
Questions-or further information? Contact The BG News
at thenews@hgnew.com
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Sergeant faces possible death sentence
Akbar's lawyer says the
attack is a result of his
client's mental illness.

back to his teen years and was
apparent to the military.
"The enemy was in Sgt.
Akbar's mind, and had been
there
15 years,"
defense
lawyer Maj. Dan Brookhart told
By Estes Thompson
the military jury in his opening
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS
FORT BRAGG, N.C. — An statement.
Brookhart
said
Akbar's
Army sergeant charged with a
mental illness stemmed from
grenade attack that killed two
U.S. officers in Kuwait went the sexual abuse of his sison trial yesterday, with his ter by his stepfather, and as a
lawyer trying to stave off a teenager he was diagnosed with
depression and an adjustment
possible death sentence by argudisorder. He also developed a
ing that his client suffered from
sleep disorder and sometimes
mental illness.
fell asleep while standing up.
But a military prosecutor In the Army, his problems led
said Sgt. Hasan Akbar knew
to
Akbar
being
exactly what he was
demoted
from
doing, pointing to
a squad leader's
his detailed diary
position and being
entries before the
given menial duties
March 2003 attack
in
his
combat
and the fact that he
engineer company.
stole the grenades
"He
was
and
cut
power
basically a failure as
to his camp just
a soldier," Brookharj
before striking.
said.
I le
noted
Premeditation is
that as the 101st
the central issue in
awaited orders to
the court-martial
invade Iraq in the
CAPT.
MARK
WISHER.
of the 33-ycar-old
spring
of
2003,
PRESENT
DURING
Akbar, who conAkbar was panicked
GRENADE
ATTACK
fessed several times
by talk among his
and allegedly told
colleagues
about
investigators he carried out the their plans to kill Iraqis and
attack in the opening days of rape women.
the Iraq war because he was
Military prosecutor Capt.
worried that U.S. forces would lohn Benson countered that
harm fellow Muslims.
evidence indicates Akbar did
With the fact of the attack extensive planning. In diary
not in dispute, his lawyers entries and actions — which
hope to spare him a possible included stealing grenades and
death penalty lor premeditated turning off a generator that
murder by alleging a history lit the camp — Akbar laid the
of mental illness that stretched groundwork for his fatal attack.

"I've seen
movies,
Hollywood
movies, and
grenades
sounded like
that."

Gerry Bioome AP

'

PREPARING FOR TRIAL: Sgt. Hasan Akbar is led from the Staff Judge Advocate Building at Fort Bragg, N.C. yesterday, after the first day of his
military trial. Akbar is charged with two counts of first-degree murder and faces a possible death serttence.

The brigade was on alert for
an enemy attack. Benson said,
but "their enemy was already
inside the wire."
Fourteen
soldiers
were
wounded,
either
by
the
grenades or when Akbar

opened fire with a rifle in the
ensuing chaos.
One
of
the
wounded,
Capt. Mark Wisher, testified
yesterday about being blown
through the air by the blast.
He was wounded on the right

side of his body and suffered a
collapsed lung, lacerated liver
and punctured diaphragm.
"I heard something hit the
wooden floor of our tent
and then bounce. I've seen
movies, Hollywood movies, and

grenades sounded like that,"
said Wisher.
The court-martial marks the
first dine since theV letnamWai
that a soldier has hem prosecuted for the murder of another
soldier during wartime.

Bolton faces tough critics in Senate confirmation hearing
UNITED NATIONS, FROM PAGE 6
Three
protesters
briefly
interrupted the proceedings,
standing up in succession with
pink T-shirts and banners, one
reading: "Diplomat for hire. No
bully please."
Critics of Bolton cite his
comment from that 1994 speech
that it would not matter if the
top 10 stories of the 39-floor
U.N. headquarters building in
New York were lost.
"There's not a bureaucracy in
the world that couldn't be made
leaner," responded Bolton.
Committee
Democrats
also
have
circulated
a
portion of a 2-year-old Senate
Intelligence Committee report
questioning whether Bolton
pressured a State Department
intelligence analyst who tried to
tone down language in a Bolton
speech about Cuba's biological
weapons capabilities.
According
to committee
aides, among critics being contacted by committee Democrats
is Christian R Westermann, a
department intelligence officer
who has clashed with Bolton.
Committee
Democrats
questioned whether Bolton
tried to have Westermann's job
portfolio changed as a result.
Bolton said he had "lost trust
in him and thought he should
work on other accounts."
"There is nothing there, and 1
would put it all out on the public
record — all of it," Bolton said.
In the afternoon session,
the Democrats pressed their
allegations
that
Bolton
pressured intelligence analysts

who disagreed with him. l.ugar
agreed the senators should lx'
able to interview at least two
more officials and have access
to more documents.
For his part, Bolton testified,
"I did not seek to have these
people fired, I did not seek to
have them discharged. I said 1
had lost my mist in their views."
In
a
recent
interview
with The Associated Press,

Secretary ol Mate Condoleezza
Rice also defended Bolton,
saying he is a good negotiator
and would be great in the U.N.
environment despite perhaps
lacking subtlety
Republicans
control
the
Foreign Relations Committee by
10-8. and l.ugar hopes for a vote
on the nomination Thursday.
Most, if not all, panel Democrats
are
expected
to
oppose

STUDENT
SPECIALS
"All Day, Everyday"
353-7272
(papa)
Mon, Tue & Wed: 11am-1:30am
Thur, Fri & Sat: 11am- 3:00am
Sun: 11am-1:30am

Aft ^E t^ffl

1 Large, 1 Item

When: Monday, Tuesday, & Thursday
9:00- 11:00 p.m.
On Mondays the entire center is reserved for
college night. So no college student will
be turned away!
Where: VarsityLanes - 1033 S. Main St.
Bowling Green OH.
(352-'5247)
What: 2 hours of bowling
& shoes, slice of pizza & pop

EFFICIENCIES

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

451THURSTIN - Across from Offenhauer.
Furn. w/ full bath, stove & refrigerator.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - S360

402 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 REED STREET AlThurslin.
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- S465
One Year - One Person Rate - S390

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm. One bath
w/Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $540

707-727 THIRD STREET- One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- S395
One Year - One Person Rate - S350

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn.or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $600
One Year - Two Person Rate - $500

825 THIRD STREET /Vis Allowed'.
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410
449 455 S, ENTERPRISE
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $360

Any college student

Only $6.00
per person
& drink specials

shows up" at the healing.
"You said all the rights things
in your opening statement,"
Chafee told Bolton.

You Can Afford!

$6.00 COLLEGE NIGHT

Price:

spokesman Stephen Hourahan
said the senator was leaning toward supporting Bolton
"unless something surprising

Apartments for Rent!

VARSITY LANES
Who:

the nomination.
The
outcome
could
depend on moderate Sen,
Lincoln Chafee, R-R.l. Chafee

_

v

839 SEVENTH STREET
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $455
One Year - One Person Rate - $390

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
505 CLOUGH Behind Kinko's.
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520
615 SECOND STREET Two Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn. One bath.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $640
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530
810FIFTH.649SIXTH8.707 SIXTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate $560
One Year -Two Person Rate- $470
818 SEVENTH & 831 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $545
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470

724 S, COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished, 1 '/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $640
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530
PETS ALLOWED with $250 Nonrefundable
pet deposit at these locations:
403 High, 831 Seventh, 841 Eighth, 777
Manville, 825 Third, 640 Eighth & 725 Ninth

HOUSES ALSO AVAILABLE
629 ELM STREET - 3 Bdrm. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $880/mo. Deposit $880.
Tenants pay utilities.Tenants have use of garage. Includes washer/dryer and A/C.
Lease dates May 14,2005- May 6,2006.
714 EIGHT «A - 2 bdrm duplex. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars. $680/mo. Deposit $680.
Tenants pay utilities. Lease dates May 14,2005- May 6,2006
710 ELM STREET 3 Bdrm.Limit 3 people. $740/mo. Deposit $740, Tenants pay
utilities. Includes washer/dryer. Lease dates August 18,2005- August 5,2006.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH (Located Across From Taco Bell)
RENTAL OFFICE: 419-354 2260
Hours Monday to Friday 8:30 - 5:30 Saturday - 8:30 - 5:00
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U.S. CONTRACTOR KIDNAPPED IN IRAQ
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — A U.S. contractor was
kidnapped yesterday in the Baghdad area, the latest
in a string of abductions that have forced many
foreigners to work under armed guard. A pickup truck
also exploded near a U.S. convoy as it patrolled a
crowded market in the troubled city of Samarra.

WORLD

Controversial cardinal leads mass
By Rachel Zoil
THE

tSSOCIAIED PRESS

VATICAN CITY — Cardinal
Bernard law, whose failures lo
stop sexually abusive priests
sparked the worst crisis in
American church history, led
a Mass for thousands mourning Pope lohn Paul II at St.
Peter's Basilica yesterday after
police whisked away a victim
protesting outside.
Law celebrated the Mass
without disruption, saying in
his homily that Italian, Polish
and other pilgrims were inspiring in their huge tribute to lohn
Paul. Nearly 3 million mourners
Hooded Rome for the pontiff's
funeral last week.
"In these incredible days, the
pope continues to teach us what
it means ... to be a follower of
Christ,'' law said, reading slowly
in Italian. "Our faith has been
reinforced."
After the service, several
worshippers from Europe said
they had never heard of Law.
American parishioners said they
recognized him, but questioned
whether die protest was appropriate right after the pope died.
"It's not the time or the
place," said Mary Beth Bauer,
who lives in Maine and had
followed the abuse crisis and
Law's resignation.

wasquickry surrounded by Italian
officers who moved her without
incident outside the plaza. The
officers did not respond when
asked why she was removed, but
Blaine said they told her that
news cameras were not allowed.
Blaine said she felt compelled to travel to the Vatican
from her home in Chicago after
learning of Law's public role in
memorializing the pope. The
BERNARD LAW, CARDINAL
Mass is one of nine daily services
for the pope for the period of
But some Catholics said mourning called Novemdiales.
Law resigned as archbishop of
seeing the cardinal presiding
over Mass at one of the most Boston in December 2002 after
significant sites for their faith unsealed court records revealed
was another sign that the Vatican he had moved predatory clergy
did not understand the betrayal among parishes for years withparishioners felt that he out telling parents their children
were at risk. He has apologized
protected guilty priests.
Barbara Blaine, founder of for his wrongdoing.
More than 550 people have
the Survivors Network of those
Abused by Priests, and Barbara filed abuse claims in Boston
Dorris, also a leader of the in recent years, and the
advocacy group, said the archdiocese has paid more than
Vatican's choice of Law $85 million in settlements. The
scandal erupted in Boston in
devastated victims.
"We believe he should take a January 2002 and spread nationback scat and stay in the back- wide, causing what American
ground so Catholics can grieve Catholic bishops have called the
without having to have the sex worst crisis in die U.S. church.
After law's resignation, the
abuse scandal in their face," said
Blaine. who had flown into Rome pope appointed him archpriest
of St. Mary Major Basilica in
just hours before the Mass.
At St. Peter's Square, Blaine Rome, one of four basilicas under
planned to distribute fliers, but direct Vatican jurisdiction.
Some church leaders have

"In these incredible
days, the pope
continues to teach
us what it means...
to be a follower of
Christ."

Trey Aubrey

PtlerOeionj AP Photo

MOURNING THE POPE: Nuns pray among other Church heads at U.S. Cardinal Bernard Law's mourning Mass
for late Pope John Paul II, in St. Peter's Basilica at the Vatican.

said the Vatican chose Law to
celebrate the Mass because he
leads an important church, not
as a personal honor.
Still, the assignment gave Law
a position of influence ahead of
the papal election, which is set to
begin next Monday.
The Survivors Network,
which claims more than 5,600
members, has spent more than

on the serdements to prevent
their evacuation — as they have
JERUSALEM — The Israeli resisted removal of unauthorized
military plans to disarm outposts in recent months.
Officials expressed concern
residents of four Jewish settlements in the West Bank two weeks about armed confrontations, and
before die communities are to be setders said yesterday they would
dismantled this summer, officials not hand in their guns.
Tension abated somewhat in
said yesterday, reflecting growing
concern that settler resistance in the Gaza Strip after a weekend
the West Bank will be far more of Palestinian mortar and rocket
difficult to put down than in the attacks in retaliation for Israel's
killing of three teenagers. After a
fenced-in Gaza Strip.
Access for Israeli extremists quiet day, two mortar rounds fell
already living in the West Bank to in a Gaza settlement and another
the four tiny northern sctdements on military post after nightfall,
is relatively easy, and the warning the military said, causing some
conjured images of thousands damage but no casualties.
Israeli Defense Minister Shaul
of ultranationalists converging
Mofaz said that in a phone call
Sunday, he demanded that
Palestinian leader Mahmoud
Abbas deploy police in southern
Gaza lo stop the attacks. Speaking
after briefing the parliament's
foreign affairs and defense
committee, Mofaz stopped short
of threatening retaliation.
"We consider every step
carefully with a will to continue
the process," he told reporters,
but when the time comes we
will provide security to the state's
citizens."
The flare-up endangered
a • two-month truce that has
drastically reduced violence and
casualties on both sides, but Israel
continues to charge that Abbas
ByMarkUvie

3 Bedroom Duplexes
2 Story/ 2 Baths
Laundry on site

Management Inc.
Check out our website at WWW.MECCABG.COM
or call 419-353-5800

Q

CHEERLEADING
TRYOUTS

We are looking for outgoing males and

females who thrive on physical challenges
and who are competitive in nature. If
you are interested in learning more, join
us fcr an informational meeting!
Wednesday, April 13th

Blaine, who said a priest
began molesting her when she
was about 12 and who received
an $80,000 setdement from
the Diocese of Toledo, Ohio,
contended the Vatican — not
her group — was responsible
for making abuse an issue
during the papal transition. She
did not oppose law voting in
the conclave.

Israeli military to disarm citizens
'HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

842/846 Seventh St.
ASK ABOUT SPECIAL

a decade pressing U.S. bishops
to acknowledge the scope of
molestation in the church.
TheU.S.ConferenceofCatholic
Bishops and Law, through an
aide, declined to comment on
his participation in the Mass. The
Survivors Network had asked the
American cardinals to intervene
to stop Law, but Blaine said they
did not respond.

5:00PM - 6:00PM

is not doing enough to rein in
militants. Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon said he raised the issue
with President Bush during their
meeting yesterday in Texas.
Bush prodded Sharon to abandon plans to expand a key lewish
setdement in the West Bank.
Sharon said he agreed with Bush
on the outlines of the internationally negotiated "road map" peace
plan, but that some settlements
in the West Bank are considered
part of Israel and would remain
under his government's control.
Sharon also said Israel would
not move forward on the road
map until the Palestinians take
more steps to crack down on
and disarm militant groups
and ensure "a full cessation of
terror." While Abbas has begun
to act against terror organizations, recent violence against
Israel shows that "terror is still
continuing" and that Abbas "must
take more steps."
Referring to the mood in Israel,
Sharon said in an interview with
NBC News, "The tension here,
the atmosphere here looks like
the eve of the civil war. All my life
I was defending life of lews. Now
for the first time, steps I'm taking
to protect me from Jews."
In a statement, Palestinian
officials charged Israel with
serious violations of the truce
agreement, noting the killing of

Student Union

Attn: Graduate £ Professional Students or
anyone desiring a quiet living environment:

Room 207
For more details, e-mail vfaley@bgsu.edu
Tryouts are April 16th and 17th!

NO NOISY NEIGHBORS HERE!

DANCE TEAM
TRYOUTS
We are looking for individuals who thrive on the art of

the three teenagers, an arrest raid
early yesterday in Nablus, and
failure to turn over three of five
West Bank towns to Palestinian
security controL
In the West Bank city of Hebron,
dozens of Palestinians stoned
one of dieir own police stations,
witnesses said, in another
example of lawlessness in
Palestinian-controlled areas.
Armed gangs have recendy
been clashing with Palestinian
security forces on numerous
occasions in the West Bank
and Gaza Strip, despite Abbas'
efforts to impose a single law
throughout the Palestinian areas.
Israeli officials concentrated
on their own militants yesterday,
warning of armed resistance in
the West Bank when police and
soldiers come to evacuate the
four enclaves. Just 500 setders
live there, compared with 9,000 in
21 Gaza settlements — but with
its biblical links, the Wfest Bank
has always inspired the more
fanatical among the settlers.
"We are worried more about settlers coming from the outside, not
necessarily the residents," said a
military official, speaking on customary condition of anonymity.
Officials said troops will
collect all military-issue weapons
from residents of the four serdements about two weeks before
the pu Hi ii it.

175wN.MAINST#C:$4lO/mo.+allutil.
202 W. MAIM ST, PORTAGE: $545/ma+utjl.
31SM. MAPLE ST: $555/ma+util.
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS

123W.MIRRVST:$575/ma+util.

#9 CHELSIE CT: Condo. S710/mo. + util.

309 PEARL ST: $600/mo. + util.

485 S. CHURCH ST: $690/mo.+util.

309"2 PEARL ST: S695/mo.+util.

performance, who are competitive in nature, and who want to

312 CUHJGH «6: $745/mo,+ util.

119 S.SEC0ND ST, PORTAGE: S595/mo.+ util.

focus that energy into supporting BGSU Athletics.

121E. COURT #B: Newly remod apt.
S575/mo.for a 12 mo. lease + util.

219S.SUMMIT:$435/mo.+ util.

W

322 DERBY: House. $575/mo.+ util.

If you are interested in learning more about the BGSU Dance Team
and tryouts, email Cheerleading and Dance Team Advisor,Valerie
Faley.at vfaley@bgnet.bgsu.edu for more details.
Tryouts are April I 7th!

401 ft 407 S. ENTERPRISE ST #A ft B: $435/mo.
+ electric & gas. 401 #B Rented.
115 W.EVERS: House. S695/mo.+util.

NEWIPVE
Rentals

332 5, Main St.
Bowling Green

Stop by or call us at (419) 352-5620
in WlOVemlO lU\:lovcivvial\ mm
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BRIEFING
Badenhop named
MAC pitcher of week
Bowling Green pitcher Burke
Badenhop was named the
Mid-American Conference
West pitcher of the week after
pitching a complete game shutout in a 1-0 win over Buffalo
Sunday. The win helped move
the Falcons to 5-4 in MAC play.
The right-hander struck out a
season-high nine hatters in his
first ever complete game. His
dominance went beyond the
strike outs as he allowed just
one runner to get past second
base. The win moved him to 6-1
on the season.
As of now, Badenhop leads
BG with eight starts, 43 innings
pitched, and is tied for the team
lead in strike outs (34).
The Falcons will be in action
this afternoon when they head
to South Bend to take on Notre
Dame.

MEN'S GOLF

BG steps
in right
direction

WOMEN'S GOLF

Falcons stuggle in midseason
By Jessica Ameling
SPORTS HEP0RIEft

The BG women's golf team has
yet to hit its stride this spring
season. The Falcons finished
nimh out of eleven teams at
the llUrii Spring Classic this past
weekend.
BG tallied a score of 672
(336-336) over the 36 holes. I lost
University of Illinois defended
their home course, winning the
match with a 6161314,3021. Two
MAC schools, Northern Illinois

and Ball State, also finished above
the Falcons.
"We didn't play up to our potential this past weekend," head
coach Kurt Thomas said. "We jusi
did not compete very well."
lessica McCanii led the Falcons
for the third time this spring
season, tying for 16th with a 160
(81 -79) on the par 72 course.
"She really has improved over
break for us and played herself
into our first position,'' Thomas
said.

Sophomore Kari Liggett was
next with a 164 (82-82) which
tied her for 26th place
Freshmen Amanda Badcr and
Carley 1 irusovsky also coni|X'ted
for the Falcons on Friday and
Saturday. Bader ended in a tie
for 52nd by scoring 173(87-86).
llrusovsky finished just one
place behind her, 53rd, with a
176 (86-90).
lunior Amanda Schroeder
rounded out the line-up for the

Falcons, placing 56th with a 180
(91-89).
Although there wasn't the rain
(hat caused their last match to
be shortened, the weather still
wasn't ideal at the Stone Creek
Golf Club in Urbana, Illinois
There were high winds,
so thai affected the scores,"
Thomas said. "The course was in
good condition, hut it's a tough
course. Again we jusi didn't play
very well."
The team is looking for

continued improvement at their
match this weekend, the lady
Buckeye Invitational. This is their
last competition before the MAC
Championship.
"In general we had some good
holes, hut we're still making loo
many mistakes and not playing
consistently enough," Ihomas
said. "Wfe're headed in the right
direction."
BG is now preparing to
take pan in die lady Buckeye
Invitataional this weekend.

By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS EDITOR

In the world of sports,
improving throughout the season is the point of playing.
That is why the Bowling Green
golf team embodied what sports
is in their pjay at the Marshall
Invitational this past weekend.
The Falcons finished seventh
in the 15 team tournament. This
came after they finished 11th
out of 12 teams in the Pinehurst
Invitational a week and a half
ago and 12th out of 13 teams at
the Irish Spring Tournament over
spring break.
This appears to be a step in the
right direction for BG.
"I hope so," BG head coach
Garry Winger said. "WBVB
changed things up the past
couple weeks and we shot a good
score."
Thai score was their best of
the spring as BG shot an 876.
Their two previous tournaments
they've shot 951 and 947.
Part of Ihat was the changes
the Falcons made and part of il
was the great weather they saw.
"The weather was good down
there so the scores were good,"
Winger said. "The greens were
soft and that is going to produce
lower scores."
Regardless of the weather,
junior Chris Icake has never
played better than he did on the
second day. He shot a career-best
67 en route to shooting a 54hole score of 212 while finishing
12th. He was joined by classmate
Heath Ziglar, who shot a score of
215, good for a tie in 17th place.
"Chris and Heath should have
been our two best players going
down there," Winger said. "And
MEN'S GOLF, PAGE 11
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BASEBALL

BG looks for rare ND win
By Matt Hawkins
SPORTS RCPORIER

Today the Bowling Green
baseball learn faces one of their
toughest opponents of the
season.
The problem is they haven't
beaten diem in 19 years.
The challenge will be in South
Bend, hid. as the Falcons (20-8)
takeon Notre Dame(16-14).|ust
over a month ago, the Fighting
Irish were ranked as high as No.
19 In the country. While they
have fallen out of the rankings
they are still a tough learn to
beat and are currently riding a
two game winning streak, both
wins coming against a talented
Boston College squad.
"Notre Dame is always
one of the top teams in die
country so it's always a great
challenge going over there to
South Bend," Falcons head
coach Danny Schmitz said. "It's
something we look forward to."
BG has a record of
22-37-1 against the Irish but lost
11 straight in the series. 'Ihe last
time BG beat Notre Dame was
with a 4-3 win April 23,1986.
Bui many of Ihe games played
between these two teams have
been close over the past few
years. Since 2000, the Falcons
have faced die Irish four limes
and lost th ire of those games by
a combined five runs.
"We're had some very good
battles in die past number of
years—some very exciting

Falcons
take fifth
at Miami
Invitational
By Danielle Tanner
SPORTS RIP0RHR

Steven Garner BGNm
INSIDE SCOOP: Bowling Green's Eric Lawson scoops the ball out of the dirt at second base as Central
Michigan's Kurtis Wells looks for the umpire's call during an April 3, 2005 game at Steller Field.

and close games," Schmitz
said. "Unfortunately it always
seems like we'vr fallen a little
hit short."
Lefty Adam Guinph (3-1) will
get the start for die Falcons
He suffered his first loss of the
season last Wednesday in the
Falcons 13-8 loss at Wright
State, giving up six runs in 1.1
innings of work. If the Falcons
are to beat the Fighting Irish
they must have a stronger
outing from Gumph today.
On Sunday, BG got one of
dieir best pitching performances of die season from Burke
Badenhop, who pitched a

complete game shutout in BG's
1 -0 victory over Buffalo.
Yesterday, Badenhop was
named the Mid-American
Conference West Division
Pitcher of the Week. It was
Badenhop's first complete game
shutout of his career and die
win gave him a 6-1 record on
the season, which already des
his career-high.
But with very little offensive
production on Sunday, the
Falcons barely came away with
the victory.
"I think this past week die
pitching kind of saved the
team," Schmitz said. "I didn't

think we really swung the bats
as well as we're capable of."
It might take more than a
single run today for the Falcons
to stand a chance against die
fighting Irish, vvlio are led by
slugging third baseman Matt
Edwards. Edwards leads die
team in batting average (.373).
slugging percentage (.737), runs
batted in (44), hits (44), runs
scored (33), home runs (11) and
doubles (10).
BG head coach Danny
Schmitz said die entire team
needs to step it up a notch at
BASEBALL, PAGE 10

The Bowling Green women's
track team, led by a first place
finish by thrower Kerri McCliing,
took fifth place at last weekend's
Miami Invite with 70 points The
Mid-American Conference teams
dominated the meet, with four
out of the top five learns being
MAC: squads, Ball State took
first with 144 points followed bv
Miami (113), Kent State (112) and
Cincinnati (87.5).
"Overall, il was a pretty good
learn effort,'' head coach Scott
Sehmann said. "Everyone was
focused on putting in their best
efforts"
McClung's shot put throw of
15.44 meters was good enough
for first place and qualified her
for die NCAA Hegionals. Ihe
distance is also a new school
record.
Other Falcon throwers who
had a strong meet were lauren
Bryant, who took diird in the
discus, and Andi Bunko, who
placed fourth in the javelin.
The Falcon distance runners,
who have been strong all season,
continued to shine. Nicole Suitor
took third in the 3,000 meter
steeplechase in 11:08.29, lamie
TRACK.PAGE 10

Urban renewal storming through state of Florida
By Ralph 0. Russo
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Urban Meyer surveys his squad of
Gators as they sprint past, snapping at those who lag behind.
It's the final practice of the
spring for Florida and its new
coach. Tradirionally, Ihe Gators
have had a light workout the
day before the Orange and Blue
scrimmage in "Hie Swamp."
Not this dme.
"Another day of work, men,"
Meyer calls out. "Another day.
Another day. Another day."
Neariy diree hours later, the
Gators are done
Welcome to Urban Renewal at
the University of Florida, where
optimism abounds, the coach is
adored and die buzz words are
honesty and accountability.
Meyer has risen through die
ranks of college coaching widi
head-spinning speed. After
two seasons at Bowling Green
and two more at Utah, the
40-year-old with the innovative
offense and contagious intensity
is already being called the next
great college coach.
"It's very humbling and, if
you know me, it's extremely
uncomfortable," he said.
Leading Utah to a 12-0
season and a berth in the Bowl
Championship Series made

Meyer the most wanted coach in
the country last year.
Florida was first to come
calling in search of a replacement
for Ron Zook. In three seasons
under Zook, Gainesville had
become a grumpy place. The
Gators, once mighty under Steve
Spurrier, were often mediocre for
his successor.
"What we went through the
last three years was not good,"
athletic director Jeremy Foley
said. "A lot of negativity. A lot
of divisiveness. It wasn't fun for
anybody."
Foley fiddled with the idea of
bringing back Spurrier, but die
coach decided he wasn't interested in trying to rekindle past glory.
Foley then went after Meyer.
Meyer had all but made up
his mind to take the Florida job
when Notre Dame made its pitch
for ihe former Irish assistant
He had his pick from two of
college football's most prestigious
programs
"I'm Irish Catholic so I love
Notre Dame," Meyer said. "1 love
ihat place. I always will. That was
more than a tug."
Bui the Florida job was jusi loo
good.
"The best academics. The best
facilities. The best stadium. The
best location," Meyer said.

lust hiring Meyer helped
improve die mood in Gainesville.
And with every move he's made,
the players, many of whom
groused when Zook was let go,
and fans have become more
devout followers.
"We heard him talk and the
confidence that he had and the
enthusiasm that he had, we just
looked at each other like, 'OK
this is going to work.'" linebacker
Brandon Siler said.
Meyer has done small things
such as bringing the bleachers
back to the practice field, so fans
could sit and watch the spring
workouts. Zook had removed the
metal stands
He's done big things such
as creating a leadership
committee to make players
accountable to each other. Ihe
comminee of 14 players, chosen
by the team, will make decisions
ranging from what's served for
dinner to the type of punishment
doled out to rule- breakers.
"The key word in this whole
tiling is ownership," Meyer said.
"If they think it's a dictatorship,
there's much more resistance."
Meyer has been brutally
honest when speaking to the
media about his players. Party
this spring, he said the team
wasn't tough- He said defensive

tackle Ray McDonald, a two-year
starter, didn't always play hard.
He called quarterback Chris Leak
a poor leader, because while Leak
was a model student-athlete he
didn't do enough to make sure
his teammates were the same.'
Meyer doesnt call it criticism.
"I say it's honest evaluation,"
he said.
And die players don't seem to
mind.
"Some coaches might hold
back because they're scared they
might hurt your feelings," safety
larvis Herring said. "I Ie'll tell you
what's on his mind. 1 love that."
Meyer has reached out to
former Gators greats, many of
whom grew disenchanted with
Ihe program during Zook's
tenure. Neal Anderson, Alex
Brown, Danny Wuerffel, Chris
Doering and lack Youngblood
were among the dozen or so former Florida players at the Orange
and Blue game on Saturday —
along with a record 58,500 fans.
"There's a tradition here that's
as good as any in the country,
especially in the last 15 years."
Meyer said. "Those guys need to
come back."
Meyer even called Spurrier,
"just out of respect."
Meyer's even trying to get die
students more involved, visiting

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WVVW.BGNEWS.COfrVSPORTS

Michael C Weimar APPholo
LISTEN UP: Florida quarterback Chris Leak talks with head coach Urban
Meyer after Florida's spring game this past weekend.

die fraternity and sorority houses
and encouraging everyone on
campus to learn the fight song
Ultimately, though Meyer will
be judged on wins and losses.
Foley says
he wants
Florida to be "in the hunt" for
championships again, like it was
in the 1990s under Spurrier.
It's a huge jump up (he college
football food chain for Meyer,
from Utah of the Mountain West
to one of the flagship programs of

the Southeastern Conference
The spotlight will lie brighter
than he's ever faced, the potential
distractions more plentiful.
His plan for success, however,
is unchanged.
"What's the difference
between Florida and Bowling
Green? Inside the walls,
notliing," he said. "Outside the
walls, everything. So how much
time Co I spend outside the walls?
Not a whole lot."
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Falcons look to set
table for big sticks
BASEBALL. FROM PAGE 9
die plate especially al ilm polni
in the season.
"We reaUy need in start
swinging the bats and gel
people hot up and down UK
lineup," SchmlQ said. "We need
guys like Eric I awson and |efl
ramockto start getting on base
s< i we can make things happen.
they've got to set the table so
|\olan! Keimokl, |Andyl llmlak

and iinsh! Stewart have the
opportunity to drive them In."
Schiuii/ said with so many
close games played between
the two over the sears, it would
•he nice to see his team finally
get a victory over Notre Dame.
Hopefully, we can steal one
this time." he said.
I he Falcons play in South

Bend, bid. against None Dame
today at 5:0") p.m. at I'rank Edt
Stadium.

TENNIS

BG falls to Eastern,
takes down Toledo
By loe Watts
SPORTS RCP0RIFR

The Bowling Green tennis team
split a pair of man lies this

weekend, tailing 6-1 to Eastern
Michigan and defeating Toledo
5-2 on Senior Day
151 i (11-6. 3-2) surpassed its
overall win total from a year
ago with the win over the rival
Rockets and equaled last year's
MAC win total.
tbledo (8-10, 1-5) was no
match foi the Falcons Saturday
on Senior Day as seniors
susie Schoenberger, Cameron

Benjamin and Laura Kokinda
where recognized helore theil
final home match.
i he Falcons got oil to a
hoi start, sweeping all three
doublet mali lies

At thetop flight, Schoenberger
andsophomoic \shle\ lakupciii
scored an B-fi victor) over II Is
\luiain CUeva and \iviana
RJvero
Junior Andrea Meislei anil
treshman VrKirea\bUe followed
H illi an ll-:i \ Ictoryover I lamella

Vloran and Sarah Thompson at
ihe second flight.
At the third flight, junior
Heidi limner teamed with
Benjamin to lake down the duo
nf Sarah Horning and Sarah
V.iiidcrMolcn. 8-6, completing
the sweep for the Drown and

((range.
In singles play, lakupcin. Voile,

Romer and Benjamin aD scored
victories In their matches,
c losing out the team win for the
Falcons.
Friday's match with Eastern
Michigan was no) the result H(i
was looking for, however
EMU (5-9,3-2) outlasted the
I alcons in a match thai took
three and a half hours with lour
nl the six singles matches reaching the third set and all three
doubles matches being decided
in either an 8-5 or 8-6 score.
I was proud of them because
they fought hard and believed
in themselves," said BG head
coach Penny Dean. Thematch
TENNIS. PAGE 11

422 E. MERRY ST
524 N. ENTERPRISE
One of BG's newest complexes

CLOSE i TO; CAMPUS

1 Bedroom Apartments
•1 Full Bath «Air Conditioning
•Microwaves -Dishwasher
•Garbage Disposal
•Furnished 'Laundry On-Site
•Plenty of Parking!

Starting at

$440/month
plus Utilities

(419) 352-0717
.www. ,
greenbrtarrentals.com

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Garcia lights out vs. Indians
By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIMID PRtSS
The sun was shining brightly, and
the wind was roaring directly at
home plate. Not ideal conditions.
Not against Freddy Garcia.
Garcia, who went 9-0 in daygames last season, dominated
Cleveland for eight innings and
Scott Podsednik drove in the
go-ahead run in the seventh
yesterday to lead the Chicago
White Sox to a 2-1 victory,
spoiling the Indians' home
opener at Jacobs Field.
Garcia (1-0) held Cleveland
to one ntn and four hits and
the White Sox improved to 3-1
against the Indians this season.
Tne right-hander didn't allow a
hit after the third, retiring 16 of
Ihe last 17.
"He had everything working,
including the wind blowing in,"
White Sox catcher Chris Widgcr
said. "We played to that."
(larda made very leu mistakes,
and on one hanging curveball to
'Travis Tlafner. the right-hander
got an unexpected assist. I lamer
ripped a shot to right-center that
appeared desdned for the lower
seats only to have it flattened by
d)e wind.
"Hafner just hammered it and
it fell 25 feet short," Widger said.
"Wfc were laughing at that one."
Garcia knew he had gotten
away with one.
"It was a fly out, that's all,"
Garcia said, chuckling.
lAst season, Garciabecame just
the seventh pitcher since 1971 to
go 9-0 or better in U)e daylight. He
was only 4-11 in night games, but
is now unbeaten in day games
since losing in 2003.
"I have to do my job eidier
way," he said. "I've been unlucky
at night and good in day games."
With the White Sox clinging
to their 2-1 lead, Damaso Mane
was brought in to start the ninth
instead of Shingo Takatsu, who
blew a save last week against
Cleveland. Marte. though, walked
Hafner with one out before
retiring Victor Martinez. Manager
Ozzie Guillen then went to
Takatsu. who struck out Aaron
Boonc for his third save
"1 can't take the ball out of the
kid's hands," Guillen said.
Garcia
nutduelcd
Kevin

Mark Duncan AP Photo
WHAT MORE DO YOU WANT: Chicago's Freddy Garcia gestures after giving up a run in the third inning against
Cleveland last night. That would be Ihe only run he surrendered on the night as the Sox beat the Tribe 2-1.
Millwood (0-1), who had a Strong
home debut for the Indians.
Cleveland signed him to a
one-year, S7 million free-agent
contract this winter, and for five
innings, he made a nearly perfect
first Impression on Indians fans.
Millwood allowed just one hit
in the first five innings, but gave
up two in the sixth and dtree
more in the seventh.
"I'm not happy will) today."
said Millwood, who pitched six
scoreless innings in his dehut last
week, but got a no-decision, "But
I'm glad I gave us a chain v."
Unable to get anything going

against Millwood for five, the Sox
tied it in the sixth on (i)rl Everett's
RBI single. They took the lead in
the seventh, with d)ree two-out
singles, the final one Podscdnik's
RBI hit to center.
Millwood allowed just a thirdinning single before die sixth. But
leading off, Podsednik popped
up a bunt toward Millwood, who
misjudged the ball and had it
drop behind him for a single.
"I thought it was coming right
to me," Millwood said. "I just
locked up."
Podsednik. the NLs steals
leader last season for Milwaukee.

swiped second and scored one
out later on l-vcrott's single. It was
die first mil allowed by Millwood
in 11 1-3 innings this season.
Notes: The
Indians are
close to finalizing a multiyear
contract with Hafner, who
had 109 RBIs last season. An
announcement is expected this
week. ... Podsednik left after the
seventh with a strained right
groin. He doesn't think he'll miss
any time. ... Indians OF )uan
Gonzalez hasn't begun playing
in games yet at extended spring
training in Florida as he recovers
from a strained hamstring.

Great showings go beyond McClung
TRACK. FROM PAGE 9

sprinters had very strong meets

Hollow took third in the 5,000

as well.
"Jessica While had a great meet,

meters in 1725.63, and Melissa
Ktueger took second in the 800

especially in the 100 |mcters|.
She was not seeded and just

meters in 2:14.74.
Not to be left out, several BG

missed winning.

It was a good

improvement," Sehmann said.

White took lifUi in the 100
meters with a time of 11.93. The
•I x l(K) meter relay team ofWhitc,
April Whitten, Valerie Holland
and Amber Walker placed third
in die event with a season best
time of 42.70.
Erica Wilson led the Falcon
jumpers with a filth place finish
in the high jump (1.60 meters)
and a seventh place finish in the
long jump (5.47 meters).

After several meets in poor
weather conditions, Sehmann
credits the nicer weather as
one factor that helped the lean)
perform successfully.
"It was a nice warm day, and
we look advantage of it as best
we could," Sehmann said.
The Falcons will be back in
action this weekend as diey
compete
in
the
All-Ohio
Championships.

A Home away
from Home
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
228 S. COLLEGE #K-M: Two bedrm. unfurn. or (urn. (S25/mo.) apartments.
Resident pays $20/mo. for unlimited gas heat, water. & sewer. Resident pays
electric. S495/mo. for a 12 mo. lease. S595/mo. for a 9 mo. lease.
320 ELM ST. *H: Completely fum. apts. Resident pays electric.
S545/mo. for a 12 mo. lease. S595/mo. for a 9 mo. lease.
525 N. ENTERPRISE »A & B: $610/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
801 FIFTH ST. #1-8: $495/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
S595/mo. for a 9 mo. lease. «4 Rented!
803 FIFTH ST. #2-8:$495/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
S595/mo. for a 9 mo. lease. «6 Rented!
309 HIGH ST. »5: Resident pays electric. $540/mo. (or a 12 mo. lease.
$640/mo. for a 9 mo. lease.
208 E. MERRY ST. *D: Unfum. lower duplex. Eat-in kitchen & off-street parkinq.
$390/mo. + utilities.
520 E. REED ST. #2,4, & 7: Tenant pays electric. $565/mo. for a 12 mo lease.
S665/mo. for a 9 mo. lease.

COME SEE A UPS RECRUITER ON CAMPUS:
Tues, 4/12 from 2pm-4pm • Student Union
Wed, 4/13 from 10am-2pm • Career Services
Mon, 4/18 from 2pm-4pm • Student Union

The UPS
EARN**
LEARN
Program

824 SIXTH ST. »2-8: $495/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
S59S/mo. for a 9 mo. lease. »3 Rented!

Get up to

224TROUP:$525/mo.
for a 12 mo. lease.

Online Application: www.upsjobs.com

Hours of Operation:
Preload • 4.im-8am
Day • 11:30am-3:30pm
Twilight • 5pm 9pm
Midnight- 10:45pm-2:45am

$23,000*
in College
Education Assistance!

Shift times are approximate.
For additional information, please contact:
Bethany Speiser (bspeise(o>bgnet.bgsu.edu)
Amity Wonol (awniiol(<"'ups com)
Or call: 419-891-6820
15S0 Holland Road ■ Maumee, OH 43537

Equal Opportunity Employer
"Piogram guidelines apply

843 SIXTH ST. »2 & 3: Two bathrooms.
$410/mo. for a 12 mo. lease.
$510/mo.fora9mo.lease.

-■«■»<» r^umjjfcuy* i»
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A new era of Tiger; Ifs
not coming as easily
THE ASSOCIAIE0 PRESS

Fact: Rape is a chme of aggression
and violence, motivated by anger &
the desire for power & control. For
more information, call 372-WELL.
Eliu Hmendola AP Photo

A WARM WINNER: Tiger Woods, right, gets the Green Jacket from Phil Mickelson after winning the 2005
Masters at Augusta Sunday. The win helped move Woods to No. 1 in the world.
But with a chance to put him
away on the 18th, Woods missed
the green and scrambled to par.
And he had a two-shot lead
over DiMarco until making
bogeys on the last two holes.
The old Tiger would not have
given his opponents any hope.
'Hie new Tiger keeps everyone
guessing to the end.
Ultimately, all that mattered
to Woods was slipping into his
size 43 long green jacket for the
fourth lime, joining Nicklaus (six)
and Arnold Palmer (four) as the
only players who have won the
Masters at'least four times.
And despite the shaky finish,
(he lasting image of Woods is
dial he always manages to get it
done.
"At least I didn't lose it on the
last hole," Woods said. "I got into
a playoff, and then 1 hit two of the
best golf shots I had hit all week."
One of them was a 3-wood that
he cmshed down the middle. The
other was a towering 8-iron that
covered the flag and dropped 15
feet behind it.
The birdie putt was good all
the way, and Woods began his
celebration when the ball was
still a foot from the cup

Woods is beatable, but his
record is now 9-0 with a 54-hole
lead in the majors.
"1 went out and shut 68 around
hen- on Sunday, which is a very
good round," DiMarco said. "And
12 under is usually good enough
to win. I just was playing against
Tiger Woods."
Woods now has won the
Masters with three swings — a
powerful swing he brought to the
PGATourin 1996, a refined swing
crafted with Butch Harmon dial
took Woods to a sweep of die
majors, and a new swing philosophy taught by Hank Haney that
remains a work in progress.
Woods has been criticized by
some and scrutinized by most for
changing a swing diat brought
him nine victories in 2000 and
left him miles ahead of any
challengers. Woods spoke more
of validation than vindication
Sunday evening.
"Hank and I have put some
serious hours into this," Woods
said. "I read some of the articles
over the past year of him getting
ripped. I'm getting ripped for all
the changes I'm making. And to
play as beautifully as I did this
entire week is pretty cool."

The BG News
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fought back after losing the first
set, sending her match to a third
set with Victoria Domina, the
reigning MAC Player of the Year,
eventually falling 6-2,4-6,6-1.
Jakupcin and Komer also
dropped tough matches at
the second and fourth flights,
respectively, with both matches
going to the third set.
At the sixth flight, Benjamin
also went to three sets against

Flavia Micati coming out on
top by a score of 1-6, 6-2, 6-3,
giving the Falcons their only
point against the Eagles.
"It was a tough battle; we just
didn't finalize," Dean said.
The Falcons head back on the
road for the remainder of the
regular season starting with
matches against MAC leader
Western Michigan and Northern
Illinois diis weekend.

they proved that they should be
the best"
Even more important for the
Falcons was their finish among
Mid-American
Conference
opponents. BG beat Eastern
Michigan by a shot and also
managed to best Marshall,
Northern Illinois and Miami.

Out of eight MAC teams, the
Falcons finished with the fourth
best score.
"We always want to be higher
up," Winger said. "But we got a
chance to beat some teams we
haven't beat this year."
With the MAC championships
just three and a half weeks away,
the golfers know they have to
hit the links harder than ever. In

order to compete for the tide,
they will have to make improvements like this every week.
"As far as golf is concerned, you
always need a lot of confidence to
play," Winger said. "It's important
that we continue to do well."
The Falcons next challenge
will come this weekend when the
travel to Akron to take part in the
First Energy Intercollegiate.

OUn ,/?fT STOP Tau Sana, fiiuuuumu.

Wanted
S Need Graduation Tickets S
Will pay for 5 tickets lor
9 30 a.m. graduation on May 7th!
Call Anna at 239-777-2478
1 bedroom furnished summer
sublease. S326/ month.

Of »"> rtfct. le».II. i*,*n.In) U»u.

Call 440-396-6099.
Seeks 2 more tickets for graduation.
Paying well Call or Email.
Avilro@>bgnet or 310-701-1126

Campus Events
GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALSM INTRAMURAL ADVISORY
BOARD APPLICATIONS FOR FALL
2005 ARE DUE APRIL 19 APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 130 PFH
OR ON THE WEB INTERVIEWS
APRIL 20 & 22.
Looking for ONE ticket for undergrad graduation May 7. 2005
Please contact Angela at 216-4019728 it you have ONE to spare.
Thank you in advance!

Bartenders & waitresses needed for
a restaurant. All shifts available.
Bowling Green area. 419-823-4081
Childcare in Perrysburg home P/T
3 mo & 11 yr old flex sched contact
Monica Connors 419-874-2857.

Fact: It is a crime to have sex with
someone who is passed out due to
drugs and/or alcohol and is unable
to verbally express consent. For
more information, call 372-WELL

BG looks good against MAC foes
MEN'S GOLF, FROM PAGE 9

'BARTENDING' $300/day potential
No exp. necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

ATTENTION BRIDES!
Shop At www.
perfectweddlngshop.com
Beautiful AND Affordable
Products

Falcons struggle with doubles
was a lot closer than die scores
would indicate."
BG lost all three doubles match
by a combined seven games.
"We need to finish certain
games and get a little tougher,"
Dean said.
Singles play was just as close, if
not closer, for the Falcons.
At die top flight, Schoenberger

ASK FACT LINE
Q: What color were the letters printed on M&M's from 1940 until 1954?
A: Want the answer? Call Fact Line
at 419-372-2445. They will answer
any question you have!

ASK FACT UNE
Q: Who gave Pee Wee Herman the
word of the day on Pee Wee's Playhouse?
A: Want the answer'' Call Fact Line
at 419-372-2445 They will answer
any question you have!

Sublessor Wanted!
MOVE IN IMMEDIATELY!
S310.00/month ♦ util. Large furn efficiency w/full bath & kitchen! Short
walk to campus! 192 S. Main St.
Near Ben Franklin' Call Kaly 937206-6150
WILL PAY GENEROUSLY!!!
I need up to 6 tickets for the 9:30am
undergrad. graduation on May 7th!!
Please call Kelly at 419-349-7798 or
email at kmpeter@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Cleaning & miscellaneous for approxiately 2 weeks, starting 5/9/05.
Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm
College Pro Ltd.
PT/FT Positions Available throughout Ohio. Spring & Summer: Management & Marketing Opportunities
Make St0-15mr. Contact College
Pro at 1 -888-277-7962 or visit
www.collegepro.com
Gymnastics Coaches: immediate
opening for boys competitive team
coach. Also in need of girl's compulsory team coach Experience required. Please call 419-873-0511.
HELP WANTED!!
Our company is seeking employees
to perform unskilled light production
work. We offer flexible hours - will
work around your schedule - available shifts: 7:30anv8:30am; 8:30am11.30am; 12:00 noon-2:30pm;
2:30pm-5:00pm; 5:30pm-8:30 pm.
Many BGSU students work here.
Easy walk from campus. Pay is
$6.00 per hour providing you work a
minimum ol 15 hours per week.
Work a minimum of 15 per week or
over 40 with overtime. Pick-up an
application at our office. Advanced
Speciality Products Inc. 428 Clough
St.. Bowling Green. Oh 43402
Camp Medical Staff
RN. LPN, SN. EMT. Paramedics
needed! Resident camp lor youth
with diabetes Work one or two
weeks. July 29-August 20 Room &
board plus weekly stipend. Call
Central Ohio Diabetes Association
1-800-422-7946 or 1-614-884-4400
Hiring Artists, positions open for Kaman's Aft Shoppes No exp. req..
we tram Excellent pay. Housing
available Free transp to work
Check us out at the The Art Building
on April 13 or email
m.berning@st)cgk)bal.net or call
419-625-9876.
Nazareth Hall is looking for P/T wk.end waitslaff & bartender Comp
pay. apply in person. 21211 W. River Rd.. Grand Rapids OH 43522.

COLLE& TUITION
$ WblUS! $

Services Offered
Buckeye Sell Storage.
Store you stuff (or the summer.

352-1520.
Post-abortion counseling
Free & Confidential
BG Pregnancy Center. 354-4673

TENNIS, FROM PAGE 10

Help Wanted

ASK FACT LINE
Q: When did the US Post Office introduce the nine digit ZIP code?
A: Want the answer? Call Fact Line
at 419-372-2445 They will answer
any question you have!

By Ooug Ferguson
All the images pain! a picture
of Tiger Woods returning to the
pinnacle of golf.
A shot that ranks among the
most amazing ever at Augusta.
The intense face hursting with
raw emotion when the winning
putt dropped on the 18th hole.
His fist punching the air with an
uppercut. his roar drowned out
by a delirious gallery. The red
shirt beneath a green jacket.
\Vbods won the Masters for the
fourth rime and returned to No. 1
in the world yesterday.
CBS Sports said the overnight
television rating was 10.3, up 41
percent from last year and the
highest for a final round at the
Masters since Woods won in
2001 to become the first player to
sweep all four majors.
The victory Sunday at Augusta
put him back on track to go after
jack Nicklaus' record of 18 majors.
Woods now has nine majors, tied
with Ben Hogan and Gary Player,
and he is still only 29.
But there was something
different about this victory
Woods no longer looked
invincible with a final-round
lead in a major, spitting up three
shots on the final nine holes. No
one feared him, least of all Chris
DiMarco, who outplayed Woods
in every aspect of the game
except when it mattered — with
a putter in his hand.
I laving gone nearly three years
without a major while retooling
his swing, it appears that this
might be the start of a new era for
Woods. If that's the case, it might
be different in one area.
Nothing seems to come easily.
Woods won for the third time
this year, and none of the finishes
were particularly inspiring.
He had a one-shot lead in
the Buick Invitational and went
for the par-5 18th green in two
over the water. But he missed a
2-iron so badly that it came up
20 yards shon, and only stayed
dry because it landed so far to
the right.
Woods pulled ahead of
Phil Mickelson in the Ford
Championship at Doral with a
dramatic birdie on the 17th hole.

Personals

15-18 people to work during summer months

START IMMEDIATELY!

$600/wk
to start

Personals

Must Have
• Good communication skills
• Be mechanically inclined

ASK FACT LINE
A: What do folks with hyperhydrosis
do to an excessive degree?
O: Want the answer? Call Fact Line
at 419-372-2445. They will answer
any question you have!

Call TODAY
9:00-4:00 pm only

ASK FACT LINE
Q: What brand ot shoes did all 39
members ol the Heaven's Gale Cull
wear to meet their comet?
A: Want the answer? Call Fact Line
al 419-372-2445. They will answer
any question you have!

419-893-4670
Sierra Industries
1545 Holland RD,SuiteC
Maumee, OH 43537

Cheerleading Tryouts
April 16th and 17th
More inlo e-mail vtaley@bgsu.edu

Extra Savings in April!
SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE!

1453-1479 BURRWOOD DRIVE
4 bedroom, 2 bath homes with AC, washer
and dryer, gas log fireplace, and 2 car garage
$999 per month plus utilities (3 person rate)

308-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD
3 bedroom, 172 bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement
$900 per month plus utilities (limit 5)

308-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD
2 bedroom, 172 bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, new carpet, tile floors,
microwaves, washer and dryers
$700 per month plus utilities (limit 4)

<r&

Houre:
Mon-Fri: 9am-5pm
Sat: 9am- 1pm
445 E.Wooiter
Bowling Green, OH 4J402

GREEN BRIAR, INC.

419.352.0717
www.qreenbriarrentals.com

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

The Daily Crossword Fix

/HANGING^!

brought to you by

NDIVIDUALS NEEDED FOR RESEARCH STUDIES: The Pfizer Research Clinic m Ann Arbor is seeking healthy men and women ages
16-55 lor participation in upcoming
drug research studies. Study participation requires a stay of 7-10 days
in the Research Clinic Individuals
will be paid lor participating in study
activity You must not take dally
prescription medications or have
any chronic Illness. For more Information, call the Research Recruiters at 1-800-567-8804. Pfizer
Research Clinic 2800 Plymouth Rd.
Ann Arbor Ml, 48105
Summer help needed for apt complex. Pi. time S900/hr. Must be able
to work at least 4/hrs daily, no weekends. If interested, please call
352-0164
Nazareth Hall is looking for a full
time banquet set up person. Must
be capable of lifting & moving equip.
wkends a must Apply m person at
21211 W. River Rd. Grand Rapids.
Ohio 43522
New optometnc practice in Fmdlay
OH looking for full or part time help.
No experience necessary, paid
training provided. Must have good
people skills & a fnendly personality.
Day or evenings available plus Saturdays. Call 419-425-9273 & leave
a message or mail resume to 7131
Old Mill Rd. Toledo OH 43615.
PUT-IN-BAY JOBS 111
ISLAND BIKE & CART RENTAL
is looking for energetic, enthusiastic,
friendly people for summer 2005.
Good pay & bonus.
Housing available. Apply on-line
www.put-in-bay-trans.com
or call 419-285-2016

For Sale
GRADUATION TICKETS SEVEN
TICKETS for the May. 7 2005 4:30
Commencement. Bus. Admin, and
H & H. Will separate. Best offer.
419-732-8340 ,1 will deliver to you.
Why Rent? Own a home for the
pnce of a new car1 Then sell when
you graduate! Mobile home in excellent condition- 3 bed, 2 full bath, Ig.
deck, & more 2tk obo 353-6786

For Rent
"1. 2, 3 & 4 bdrm. apts A houses
avail, summer only & 05-06 school,
yr. Plus rooms & effic as low as
$265/ mo. inclu. util. Everything 2
blks. from campus Call 353-0325
9am- 9pm.
1. 2 & 3 bdrm. apts., by water tower
on Manvtlle & Clough. Available
May &Aug 419-352-5239
2 rooms avail May-Aug. Wooster
across from Kohl. S275/mo. + util.,
unfurn. Call Anne 330-760-5373

1 - 3 Bedroom Apls/Houses
12/mo. leases starling 8/12/05
Smith Apt. Rentals
419-352-8917
wvm.baapartmflnt5.com

'
'*

1

. -

4

Highland Management

1
12 month leases starting
May 13.2005
604 5th SI • 3 BR house
3 person - -S90O ♦ util
453 S Prospect A - 3 BR apt
3 person - S750 + util
Smith Apartment Rentals
419-352-8917
www.Dgapanments.com
1/2 block trom BGSU. 2 bedroom
brick Parking. A/C. W/D. quiet
Available June. 419-353-3855.
3 bdrm. apt. includes large 3 car garage below. W/D hook-up. No pets
S600 mo. plus util. 419-354-8146.
3 Bedroom house Close to campus.
Available lor 2005-2006 school
year.
Call Steve at 352-5822
3/4 bdrm. house. 217 Palmer Ave .
BG S825/mo . util. 419-937-2215.
May or Aug. avail.12 mo. lease.
4 bdrm. - 5 person house. 1st block
ol Manville. Year lease August.
419-352-5239.
854 8th St. 1 bdrm.. now renting tor
summer/tall 2005. S395/mo. plus
olec Lots ot parking. 9 & 12 mo.
lease avail 419-392-3354.
Apts S Houses 2005-06
Wvyw.liler9ntala.e0m
Call 419-353-8206 lor appointment
BG Apts -818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts available August 12th
S490 + gas/elec. 12 mo. lease
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917

GRAD STUDENT Apts/Smoke Free
Downtown 138 1/2 N. Main St.
June 1st: Nice, spacious 2 bdrm.
Aug. 1st: Nice, spacious 2 bdrm.
S650 mo S low utilities.
Downtown: 134 N Main Si.
Aug. 1st: Nice 1 bdrm. $375 mo. &
low utilities. Call Greg 419-352-7677

The Highlands- 1 bdrm Laundry
lacilities in building. A/C. Quietl
Starting at $395
Jay-Mar Apts. Newly remodeled.
Ali appliances. Spacious, laundry
facilities in building, A/C, Gas
heat.
Starting at $520.

130 E Washington St.
419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
highland@wcnet.org
Highland Management
The Homestead
1 & 2 bedrooms, spacious, laundry
on site, extra storage. A/C. Great
location Starting at S525
130 E.Washington
130 Liberty St and S Summit
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
highland@wcnet.org
419-354-6036
K & K PROPERTIES
Available August 15
1 & 2 bedroom apartments
3 & 4 bedroom houses A apts.:
1 University Lane. 248 Troup Ave.
305 S. Main
611 Eighth St, 625 N. Main St.
Call or stop in for more Information
419-353-APTS (2787)
427 Clough St.. BG
K « K PROPERTIES
Available May 15
1 bedroom apts.:
134 1/2 University Ln
303 1/2 S. Main St.
405 1/2 S. Grove St
130 University Lane.
1 bedroom house:
128 1/2 S SummitSt
2 bedroom house:
215 Ordway. 301 S Main St.
3 bedroom house
217 Clough St.
Call or stop in for more information
419-353-APTS(2787)
427 Clough SI. BG
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• From 4 f»m until 9 pm ♦

225 Palmer
3bdrm House
1 hath/shed
DOING SPECIAL
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6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
28
32
35
37
38
42
43
44
45

47
50
52
56
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

Engaged in battle
Railroad hitchhiker
Gillette razor
Alan Ladd classic
Author Haley
Unflappable
Tarnish
Last breath
Encryption
Double-play precluder
Deal in used goods
Salty seven
Quench
Intervene
Jolson and Hirt
Yup's antonym
Drunkard
Double jeopardy precluder
White poplar
Preliminary race
Neg. opposite
Fix potholes

26
27
29
30
31
32
33
34
36

Buzzing with activity
Clan chief
Homeless children
Potts and Lennox
Pass gossip
Arduous
Norwegian king
Poe poem, with "The"
Some daisies
Charge with
Chisel or hammer
Went for a spin
"Cakes and __*
Argentine plain
Dustin in "Midnight
Cowboy"
Gary of golf
Fencing foils
Cheap books
Aoki of golf
Huey Lewis and the _
Hebrew month
Service station job?
Drain slowly
Morales of "La
Bamba"
Kindergarten period

Strainer
Former small import car
Exodus pharaoh
Doable promotion precluder
Actress Gilpin
Winchester rival
Ouzo flavoring
Pathogenic microorganism
Chinese leader?
Renowned
Basilica area
Thumb through
Hank of hair

Smoking & Non-SmoJcing
Dining Roorru

2bdrm Apt/2KJrm Twnh
1 bath/close to downtown

40
41
46
48
49
51
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

f

Musical show
Howard or Isaac
Escape hatch
Unoccupied
One-sharp key
Of vision
Malicious ill will
Someone
(not
ours)
Burpee purchase
Chick's chirp
Makes mistakes
Gossipy Barrett
Not left out of
Org. of Couples and
Toms
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1616 E. Wooster • (419)-354-2244
flANGING
'!«**( <H(

m IMlS ^°°'( ° 'la'1 or na'' aPP0'n',nen, wil^ us and receive
a $10 coupon for any tanning package of $30 or
more. Expires 5/31/05 limit one per customer.

I|I„,SJ»

Prolessor/owner will share turn,
house w/ other professors or grad
students. Multi-bedroom, lireplaces,
in wooded area, cats. Se habla espanol. $255/mo. Ind. all util., must
have own trans. Avail, immed. Call
419-352-5523 S leave message.

* 709 5th Street ^
APARTMENTS
CINEMA S
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AMIll 15" Amrlyvill* Moner (II)

'H
Internships & Scholarships
awarded
up to $6,850
Valuable work experience
Excellent Income
Enjoyable work atmosphere
Flexible schedules
Increase your peoplo skills
Increase your resume value
Team atmosphere
Flexible start dates
$368-$1500/week

4MIADVUU Kill SAUi • HO MSSfS ■ HO SUPflSAVHri
Ttmei m() Show SAT A SUN
T**n iri I do not ihow MON-WEO
I • 1 '■ *l '■■.•":,. ■• v— un*m»Hi(0<n

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$500/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638

i.i>-«f
tiMTfe*

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $470!

V

or Steve at
(419)352-1150

Jf

GREAT JOB

OPPORTUNITIES!

On selected floor plans

| Home City Ice |

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

Route Delivery & Packaging
Positions Available

-FREE HEA1

$7.00- $12,00+ Per Hour

v*jsrt» SOUAM
••AUTWtlMn

i

INTERVI
Call (419) 539-7204
or 1-800-809-9006
(Toledo)
Start Work Soon...

fifcfct

SAHMAIPO-UIIDTSI 11:00), 4:00,7:00,
110:001 NOPOUK

N

H CitPVlANE

iHomOvpoi

419-353-2277
In Downtown Bowling Green

403/405
S. Church

<

ANSWERS

J

Summer Work
Available

Vegetable and Cornbrcad Stuffing.

31

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
22

39

Summer Subleaser Needed
May 15-July 31 Only $150 per mo
Call 419-601-1120.

8 Mashed Potatoes. Grav>. (x>leslaw,

[

ACROSS

Newer house. 3 bdrm. 2 baths. AC
W/D hookup. 5th street $875/mo
Available Aug 352-8872

Baked Chicken

30

,.

H

New 5th & 7th Sts. 3-4 bdrms. W/D.
A/C. dwshr 2 baths $900-1100/mo
Avail. May & Aug 419-354-2500

FILLING FOR
NEXT YEAR

13

■

Newly remodeled 2 8 3 bedroom
downtown. $550 month.
12 mo. lease w/ special 1/2 price
summer rate Call 419-354-1612

Management Inc.

M

K

Hi

PRICES REDUCED
CARTV RENTALS
No Three Tenant Rule Here
'916 3rd. Street & 926 Wooster'
6 Bdrm.. new carpet
•303 E. Marry5 Bdrm.. 3 liv, new carpet
•211 E. ReedLarge 3 Bdrms. 2 Kitchen. 2 Bath
•146 S. CollegeLarge 3 Bdrm. A/C, new bath
•315 E Merry Up & On'
2-4 Bdrm
And a lot more units LG & Small
Call for info & upgrades at 353-0325
10am-9pm. or listings available 24/7
at 316 E Merry (3

GREAT LOCATION!
2 bdrm. 325 N. Enterprise. $575/mo.
+ util. 1 mo. dep. req No pets. 3540099. Avail. 8/15.1 yr lease

■ ;:

Hi-.Vt ii"

For Rent

Grad Students
601 3rd St
1 bdrm furnished, quiet bldg
210 S Grove St.
1 bdrm. available May or Aug.
laundry on site
some summer subleases available
419-352-3445

f

ii

Nice 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
W/D hook-up. 8th St $600/month
Available June 352-8872

Dinner^

warn

Female sublease needed for
summer semester $210/mo.
Call Enca 419-575-0305

v- '■

t

www.homecityice.com

Call
1800899-8070

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 fs*

DOING SPECIAL

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE

215 E. Poe
•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases

•BRAND NEW
STORAGE FACILITY
• MINI & CLIMATE
CONTROLLED
• SIZES FROM 5X8
THRU 10X30
•FLEXIBLE LEASE
OPTIONS

Eff. lbdrm/2bdrm

Starting at 250/mo
Laundry on site
BGSU Bus Route

•Clean
•Many Sizes
Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your Things"!

ECCA
120 N. Prospect
2bdrm *2

Summer
Storage!
Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

352-1520

Close to Campus
Close to Downtown

Management Inc.

Stop by the Office
at 1045 N. Main St.
or check website

www.mtmbfl.tom
for complete listing
lor next year.

Call 353-5800

We are looking for account executives
to sell for the
i BGSU telephone directory.

■ Great pay potential
• Flexible Hours
> Bonus Incentives
• May - August
• Valuable Sales Experience
* Must have own Car *
For more information call 372-0430 or email twhitma « bgnet.bgsu.edu

DEADLINE APRIL 15th

BGSUSTUDENT
0ISC0UNT

SUMMER STORAGE
AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY TO
RESERVE YOUR UNIT:

419-353-5800
Leasing Office Locatec At
Mecca Management Inc.
1045 N Main St *7B
Bowling Green, OH

www.meccabg.com

.

